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Editorial
Recording Aims
I’d occasion to look into the history of our club recently. Check
the old Bulletins and you’ll see it all began back in 1976 when
Alan Stubbs gathered a few friends and colleagues together to
help organise activities (including meetings and workshops)
surrounding the Cranefly Recording Scheme formed in 1972
and discussions began on similar ones for Soldierflies and
Hoverflies. The “Central Panel”, precursor to Dipterists Forum,
began back then, offerred assistance and stated that … future
must allow the new schemes to work out their organisation…
As new Recording Schemes emerged over the years, that
simple philosophy was followed and the Bulletin was used to
report on progress with those initiatives. Alan Stubbs
performing that task until 1991, Martin Drake until 1998 then
I’ve done the last 49.
This “can we help” approach continued throughout the years to
the point where Rob Wolton says of the 30 or so Recording
Schemes “There are so many now!” Significant events over the
years include the BRC joining in with their “can we help” and
do so to this day (they support our website and paid the postage
for this Bulletin for example). Bear in mind that in the early
years they had the only means of Recording, personal
computers and online systems were a long way off. Bulletin
editors kept BRC up to date with new Recording Schemes and
the best source for our RS contact information for a long time
was their website (not to be forgotten - same as Lincoln
Cathedral being the tallest building in the world.) So I got to
know bosses Paul Harding then Mark Hill during the electronic
revolution. During which period all naturalists in the UK
chipped in to develop the NBN through which Open Data
services are now delivered, desktop systems such as Recorder
and Mapmate thrived and BRC later developed iRecord.
Dipterists Forum’s role remains unchanged in 50 years - tell us how
we can help. No need to audition like the Beatles had to do to get
played on the BBC in 1962 (Rolling Stones failed their audition.)

Open Data - update figures
Dipterists Forum’s Open Data are publicly accessible species
occurrence records to be found on NBNAtlas. Our data partner page
is on their site at https://registry.nbnatlas.org/public/show/dp172
There was less activity there in 2022 and the increase was small
- to 85649 (white segment.)

Dipterists Forum Open Data records increase
on the DF NBN Atlas since 2020, 6 month
intervals

There are a number of datasets queueing up
for the Atlas at the moment. A couple of our
more recent Epoch 4 field week datasets and
a handful of small Recording Schemes and
projects; we hope to transfer them soon.
Bulletin 91 (p11) detailed all the
Recording Schemes whose datasets dwell

outside the Dipterists Forum partner page and so have to be
monitored separately.
These include Calliphoridae, Rhinophoridae, Tachinidae,
Anthomyiidae & Craneflies (up from 18,601 to 31,988 now.)
They can easily be reassigned to the DF partner page if those
schemes wish.

Biodiversity targets
The targets were promises to protect 30% of UK land by 2030 and
are commitments by UK government back in 2020 (https://tinyurl.
com/4xz826bt)

They’re a follow-up to the Aichi targets which failed a few
years ago (by most countries) Internationally we should
monitor the Cop15 summit in December, organised by China
(hence the term “Kunming”) but hosted in Montreal, Canada.
Their success will be very dependent upon outcomes from the
Cop27 climate talks. David Cooper of the convention on
biological diversity (CBD) summarised it as follows: “If we
don’t have successful outcomes in the climate process, then we
cannot hold and reverse biodiversity loss … we depend on the
success of the climate conference, but they also depend on the
success of the biodiversity conference,” It’s numerically
confusing that COP27 comes first and is followed by COP15
but it’s the latter that focusses on our flora, fauna, habitat
destruction etc.. The Guardian summarised theCOP15 status at
https://tinyurl.com/2p8652yz
In the UK it’s worth repeating New Scientist’s Graham Lawton:
“extensive ecological restoration will have to be carried out
in nations such as the UK that have little intact biodiversity
left.”
In order to protect biodiversity and all the benefits it provides to
us it was proposed by E.O.Wilson that about 50% of the planet
should be set aside for nature. Some studies cite a higher figure
but none go lower than 30% - we in the UK are in the bottom
10% of nations and the worst in the G7 countries.
UK decline
The UK government appear opposed to the above aspirations
and attempts by organisations to address the declines. They
consider all naturalists and all the leading nature charities and
agencies (Wildlife Trusts, RSPB,Angling Trust, National Trust,
and the farming community.) to be an “anti-growth coalition,
estimated at 10 million people.
The story of fast-track development plans intended to trash the
UK environment by over-riding all the hard-won pieces of
protective legislation and policies came to light in early
October, first from New Scientist leading to a front-page
exposure in the Observer (9th October.) Anger by the press
continued in New Scientist by reporters Michael Le Page (29
Oct, 5 Nov) and Graham Lawton (5 Nov) who quoted several
eminent scientists pouring scorn on UK government plans,
including Natural England’s Tony Jupiter: “Too many people
seem blind to the fact that our economy is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of nature, with our entire way of life sustained by
ecosystems as diverse as soils and the sea. Nature is the basis
of our food supply, clean water, air and vital for human health
and well-being, Degrading those key services means money has
to be spent dealing with the fallout, money that could be better
spent elsewhere.” Lawton ends with “There is an anti-growth
coalition in the UK. It is led by the dinosaurs who think that
conserving the environment and economic progress are
mutually incompatible.”
Finally British Wildlife (November) correlated the various UK
government aspirations with legislative plans in a piece by
Richard Benwell detailing each major current piece of legacy
EU legislation (which the UK devised) and indicating the
consequences of ditching each one should the plans to do so by
the end of 2023 come about. Make the most of 2023, by the end
of it more of the natural environment will be gone but the filth
will remain.
2030? - Tell it to the trees
By mid December it was clear that COP27 had been a flop and
that COP15 aims were unrealistic (New Scientist 10th Dec. &
7th Jan.) Tell it to the trees, it’ll take them at least 80 years to
respond to anything, as anyone watching our ash trees
disappear or witnessing widespread drought deaths will realise.

Bluebottle: Did you know a uniform attracts women like flies
Eccles: Oh I wondered why all your women look like flies Goon Show
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A return to 1894 with the loss of Water Regulations 2017, Air Quality
Regulations 2010, Conservation of Habitats & Species 2017 etc.

Further indolence reading:
Donkersley, P., Ashton, L., Lamarre, G. P.A., & Segar, S. (2022). Global insect
decline is the result of wilful political failure : A battle plan for entomology.
Ecology & Evolution, (October). https://doi.org/10.1002/ece3.9417

Overseas tales
Take an interest in a particular area of dipterology for long
enough and you get to meet a number of other enthusiasts from
abroad. Phil Withers friend and colleague from France, Jocelyn
Claude for example who happens to be keen on Psilidae, same
as me. Do a bit of reading around and exploring your subject
and some of them become like rock stars: “are you the author
of that paper?” I asked on iNaturalist - and so I met Estonian
author and explorer Veljo Runnel; I’d spent a lot of time on
Google Earth looking up his Micropezidae sites so I felt like I’d
explored their fantastic countryside with him. Bung something
on ResearchGate and you are likely to contact some of the
readers of that item - especially if you cite their paper, so now I
know Jindřich Roháček and Libor Dvořák of the Czech
Republic and had a long chat on their forum with Ruud van der
Weele (Netherlands) who has other contacts in South Korea and
Japan which I’ve followed up. I’ve chatted too to several
dipterists from Spain (Simon Oliver) and Portugal (Rui
Andrade) through work on my recording scheme on iNaturalist.
Germany’s Jens-Hermann Stuke also kindly gave me the image
of Micropeza nigra to use in my key. In Finland both teacher
Kaj Winqvist and Jere Kahanpää are interested in taxa in my
Recording Scheme. Both Jere and Jocelyn are also avid
supporters of iNaturalist where I met Ryszard Orzechowski of
Poland with his nice project at https://tinyurl.com/2zk4vkwt
The Netherlands host a range of dipterists, I subscribe to their
general wildlife online newsletterWaarneming.nl, all in Dutch
of course but entomologists feature strongly and there’s the
occasional fly article. Netherlands are home too to Diptera.
info, a forum where you can meet up with many dipterists
across Europe (and the world) here’s where you’ll find Nikita
Vikhrev who wrote that cracking little book - Diptera: An
introduction to Flies. Operated by Paul Beuk, he once attended
one of our Field Meetings here in the UK.
The North American Dipterists Society at https://dipterists.
org/index.html is worth visiting to make contacts there, their
society and newsletter have similar aims to our own. South
America also seems to have numerous dipterists judging by my
ResearchGate “read lists” as does China - what wondrous flies
might one find there? A recent discovery by me is that there is
a publishing society “The Dipterist’s Club of Japan”, we’d
love to know more about them.

Dipterists Forum has a substantial number of overseas
members, only John Showers could tell you who they all are but
I guess several of those mentioned above will read this. Thanks
to them all for encouragement, help and conversations and do
think about joining us on future Field Weeks, it would be great
to meet you in person.
These are just my personal recollections of making contact with
overseas dipterists. Other UK specialists would tell you entirely
different stories. Our own rock star of course is Peter Chandler
- he knows everyone it seems.
Good news for anyone overseas is that DF subscriptions will be
lowered to £8 (same as us in the UK) in 2024 if they opt out of print
versions of this Bulletin and just go for a pdf download on the
members area of our website. And of course we’d welcome informal
stories from you, perhaps some Thai tales from Adrian Plant again
or accounts of expeditions & conferences.

Feedback
Editing a journal that comes out only once very 6 months is a
bit like being a stand-up comedian in a nearly empty theatre.
Immediate responses are scarce (thanks Mike Bloxham for the
applause - most encouraging) and there’s no way at all to gauge
the response to cartoons and other funnies - just me at the time
I do them. Actual meetings perhaps, but they’ve declined a bit
until recently and the jokes are cold by the time I get to one.
Flickr

The Dipterists Forum Flickr group continues to grow
(https://tinyurl.com/y65ryktt and has been receiving
some rather nice images. In fact one of them was
chosen as our front cover illustration. So far only fly

pictures posted, but it’s available for some choice snaps from
our field meetings too. Show your appreciation by “fave”ing the
ones you like.
iNaturalistUK

As a site which provides extensive statistics it’s
relatively simple to gauge responses to the
Dipterists Forum initiatives announced in the last
Bulletin. Membership on the Dipterists Forum site

there (which provides links to the majority of our Recording
Schemes) grew to 20 this year.

Twitter quitters
It cannot have escaped anyone’s notice that
recent events have caused users to leave this
social site in droves (Naughton, Observer,

18/12/22.) or that they are now at risk of non-compliance with
EU & UK legislation (Dan Milmo, ditto.)
I guess it’s important to Dipterists Forum because a third of the
column space on the home page of our website is devoted to it.
A blank column to me, maybe because I’m not registered, but
evidently considered useful to some. I raise this topic because
every time I suggest that that blank column could be used as a
pretty display for Martin Harvey’s super advert pictures for the
Bulletin I get things thrown at me (duck!)
New Scientist raised this withdrawal topic twice in their 10th

Dec issue, a factual statistical account by Chris Stokel-Walter
(p21) and a review of alternatives by Annalee Newitz (p24)
who suggests Mastodon for various reasons including DPR
compliance, the absence of venom and corporate control/
surveillance and the ability to select and govern communication
rules in specialist areas of science.
Perhaps our DF social media folk will latch on to Mastodon and
our website home page will change - watch that space.

Darwyn Sumner

UK has led the world in destroying the natural
environment (Davies, 2020)
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iNaturalistUK
The many UK users of iNaturalist will be aware of
how extensively they use statistics on their site. A
gift to anyone who likes playing with Excel charts
but I’ll restrain myself and just pick a couple.Across

all wildlife in the UK there are now 932k observations and
1.2M identifiers, so that’s more naturalist knowledge than
people enquiring. Just what you’d expect from the UK’s two
centuries of Natural History pursuits.
That’s a lot of pictures but nowhere near the estimates by
Amateur Photographer of the 9 billion images languishing on
cameras and mobile phones. Time to dig through collections
and put them to good use.
As a comparison to those figures the Diptera are 122k
observations and only 2,673 identifiers. That’s a lot of interest
in flies, 13% of all wildlife in the UK. As for those identifiers,
gosh where are they all coming from, that’s 5 times more than
our Dipterists Forum membership. A lot will be the folk who
posted the question agreeing with an expert but that’s still a lot
of potential to swell our ranks. A heck of a lot of this expertise
comes from overseas - we’ve good news for them if they want
to join DF (see above)
Computer hygiene: Anti-spam measures will be familiar to
anyone who tries to deal with unwanted emails. An obvious
tactic is to unsubscribe whereupon the spam stops. Many users
fell foul of this with iNaturalist because they use the same email
address for their spam as they do for important messages.Which
included a recent login request to confirm your email address:
their message didn’t arrive because you blocked it. Thanks to
NBN’s Giselle (iNaturalistUK’s lead) and Steve McWilliam
who figured this all out, iNaturalist now have a clear message
about how to fix your login problems if you too fell foul.
Verification: The one-person schemes who use iNaturalist would
value a “buddy” to help them raise records to ResearchGrade, thus
allowing records to pass to iRecord for full verification. We’ve a
nicely laid out project page on iNaturalistUK where you can
choose a favourite Recording Scheme (try Oestridae) and easily
make a real difference to their efforts:
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/

dipterists-forum

Scroll down to see the 23 Recording Schemes added so far.
Each one links to its own project (and other details)
This project featured in NBN publicity at

https://uk.inaturalist.org/projects

Life histories
There’s such a lot we don’t know about the particular life-
histories of the majority of Diptera. Easy to imagine we’re
doing well when one considers well-known examples such as
medically or horticulturally important groups. We can also
applaud the efforts and successes in researching certain groups
such that we’ve now got terrific success rates in Soldierflies and
Hoverflies, to a great extent in Craneflies and some that are
clearly habitat-based like the Oestridae and allies, Fungus
Gnats, Scathophagids, Leaf-miners and Kelp-flies.
Graham Rotheray however told us in 2016 that <2% of fly
species worldwide are known from their immatures. The
message is not a new one then, deserving of a regular summary
in the Bulletin.

Can of worms
A version of this summary was circulated amongst known
Dipterists Forum experts of diptera early stages and again amongst
all the Recording Schemes. The response was very enthusiastic but
one or two did warn that it was a huge subject. I took the comment
“you’ll just skim the surface” as a tip about Stratiomys larvae.
Focussing in on habitats has been an approach widely used to
research this topic, dead wood being a prime example (though
we’re far from elucidating them all yet)
One material currently of interest is the plant debris which
accumulates in and around wetlands (piles snagged against
trees, heaps of grass cuttings or simply decaying mats of
nettles.) Hang around a diptera rich riparian area and a lot of the
flies around you will be exploiting that habitat in various ways.
Diptera life-cycle
A typical diptera phenology wheel (riparian wetland species)

Outer wheel: red = sightings of adults (Neria cibaria UK)
Inner wheel immature stages: Blue = diapausing instar 3 larvae,
green active instar 3 larvae, yellow = puparia. White = ova, pale
green are the instar 1 & 2 larvae. Estimated from Barnes, 2016.
Hand drawn vector diagram: sadly not feasible as a spreadsheet chart [D.Sumner]

Several strategies are evident from the diagram. Adults mate
and oviposit as soon as they can find one another, dispersing
and laying for as long as they can survive. Larva pass through
the first two of three instars within a couple of weeks then spend
the rest of the warm summer and autumn feeding. When it gets
cold they enter mandatory diapause (they die if they don’t),
emerging from that when conditions warm up whereupon they
seek a dry site to pupariate (no more feeding) to emerge as
adults a couple of weeks later.
The above outline will work for many species but by no means
all. Exceptions abound, for example a species which diapauses
in the egg or puparia stage (Denlinger) or has two adult

Hypotheses: There is something fascinating about science. One gets
such wholesale returns of conjecture out of such a trifling investment
of fact. Mark Twain
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emergences (bivoltine), phytophagous species which depend
upon a live healthy leaf, developing flower head or those
requiring animal hosts or prey. Each has a different strategy; the
above outline is only possible due to an exceptional in-depth
study of one species (breeding through from egg to adult)
There’s an excellent account of life-history strategies in
Verberk, W. C. E. P., Siepel, H., & Esselink, H. (2008). Life-history strategies
in freshwater macroinvertebrates. Freshwater Biology, (53), 1722–1738.
https://tinyurl.com/2p86skd2

Though the focus in the paper is across a wide range of
invertebrates, this works nicely for diptera and other habitats.
Use a trick of skim-reading if it seems too technical, start half
way through on the strategy section then read the intro. It may
improve your field observation skills when you next encounter
something - why are they there at this particular time - what do
they feed on, as adults and larvae and where are those larvae?
Martin Drake gives an example of another with a different strategy, Hilara
adults are always found at water but their larvae are mostly not aquatic. He
cautions “the assumption [is] that 'life history' refers to [a] larval
development site but a sharper definition is needed. After all, what the adults
do is also part of their life history … we assume too often that the larvae live
where the adults are found, so rearing gives a better guide to where they
spend 95% of their lives.”.

Book worms
Reading lists
Fieldcraft
Rotheray, G. E. (2016). Fieldcraft and closing the knowledge gap between
immature and adult stages of Diptera Cyclorrhapha. Dipterists Digest Second
Series, 23, 85–96.
… and a previous one on Hoverflies by Graham in DD 9
Look out for other authors such as Brindle, Dobson & Skidmore
Rearing
Alan Stubbs: You need to find people with high success rate (perhaps a very
rare dipterist?). British Soldierflies and Allies p. 303-4, bravely offers a
section on rearing that may have wider application (at least I have had some
successes). British Craneflies p.58 affords only few lines; regrettably I had to
axe a long section to give page space for more gen illustrations than
originally bargained for. There is a hoverfly larvae study group that rears.
The Agromyzid RC seems to have success with leaf-mines
Diptera.info has a section devoted to rearing, the posts average two per year
so I guess the appeal isn’t great.
Habitats & life-stages
Alexander, K. N. A. (2002). The invertebrates of living and decaying timber
in Britain & Ireland. English Nature Research Reports, 467(467), 1–142.
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/132027
Any “Scarce & threatened” review, Steve Falk’s notes are very useful,
particularly in noting what we don’t know about scarce species.
Chandler, P. (Ed. . (2010). A Dipterist’s Handbook (2nd Edition). Amateur
Entomologist. Purchaseable - advert on our website
Smith, K. G. V. (1989).An introduction to the immature stages of British flies:
Diptera larvae, with notes on eggs, puparia and pupae. In Handbooks for the
Identification of British Insects (Vol. 10, p. 280).
Denlinger, L. (2022). Diapause among the flesh flies (Diptera:
Sarcophagidae). European Journal of Entomology, 119, 170–182. https://doi.
org/10.14411/eje.2022.019
Barnes, J. (2016). Biology and Immature Stages of Compsobata univitta
(Walker, 1849) (Diptera: Micropezidae: Calobatinae). (October 2015). https:/
/doi.org/10.4289/0013-8797.117.4.421
Research lists
Pretty much every group and every habitat would benefit from
study, see what crops up in DD, Bulletin, keys (Sciomyzidae) or
newsletters from the Recording Schemes (Craneflies in their
latest from John Kramer)

Muck & worms
Hunting in the Spring
Just before everything begins to take flight from Spring
onwards, conditions have warmed up a little; all those

diapausing eggs have hatched and the larvae are on the move.
Collecting material now reduces the chances of your
experimental rearing setup destroying stuff (as Alan succintly
observes - you’d be in good company.) The disadvantage is that
numbers will be lower due to winter losses but the advantage
over richer material collected in the Spring (eggs perhaps) is
that you don’t need to care for them for a whole year.
Put together a pre-season kit bag

• Plastic sweetie jar or two - cheaply obtainable on the internet,
use any leftovers to store pantry goods

• Strong resealable plastic bags
• Leakproof container for those bags if wet and the jars won’t do.
• Trowel | bryologist’s potato peeler | knife
• Indelible marker (e.g. Sharpie)
• Means of accurately determining geoposition such as a GPS
device, enough to ensure you can refind the exact spot later in
the season.

• Camera + close-focus binoculars
Garden set-up
Back home with your samples you’ll now be trying to emulate
the conditions in which you found them plus arranging
everything so that you can catch anything that emerges. The jars
need to have their lids swapped for netting and sheltered from
rain and unfavourable light/heat regimes. At the same time
you’ve to think like an algologist and microbiologist because
that’s likely what a lot of them are feeding upon as the detritus
breaks down. Wetland stuff will need a gentle flow of natural
rainwater so my jars are on their sides in a shallow tray under a
cover which allows a bit of rain through. A large pebble gives a
drier spot to pupariate and stops the jars from rolling about.
Judy & Peter’s setups will be entirely different as they’re
looking for fungus gnats in the autumn. Plant galls might be the
least mucky and most rewarding:

Barry Warrington’s current crop, for details of his Agromyzidae
methods see page 11.

More equipment then:
• Some little specimen pots as above
• Perhaps a rearing cage to help you safely capture flies emerging
from more elaborate or messy pots (see previous Bulletins)

• Preservative and tubes for anything you care to keep
Projects that any of our members can play around with, who
knows what you might learn. Read the items by Verberk and
Rotheray (DD on our website) then look for other tips in
various books you have or resources on the Recording Scheme
websites. Share any emerging flies with the Recording Schemes
and pictures of your setup, including failures, with the Bulletin
editors.
We hope to see your efforts in the next Bulletin.

Darwyn Sumner with help fromAlan Stubbs, Judy Webb, Martin
Drake, John Kramer, Barry Warrington, Mark Welch
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Lancashire and Cheshire
Update 2022
Still digging in the data mines
It is now nine years since my name first appeared in this Bul-
letin (#77) under a report on the large number of Diptera re-
cords in the Cheshire local records centre. It is the need for
verification that has held back publication of this data on the
NBN Atlas to the present day. I have chipped away at this by
writing reviews of several groups of the Lancashire and
Cheshire Diptera fauna: successively soldierflies and allies,
Sepsidae, craneflies, Empididae (sensu Collin), Muscidae and
Fanniidae, and most recently picture-wing flies (sensu Clem-
ents). These reviews are all available on the Tanyptera project
website

https://www.northwestinvertebrates.org.uk/
Delving into these records has led to the discovery of the long
history of recording in Lancashire and Cheshire, going back to
1880 and the first Diptera lists published by Benjamin Cooke.
In 1914, the Lancashire and Cheshire Fauna Committee
(LCFC) was set up to record all the vertebrate and invertebrate
species of the region. Under the leadership of the Manchester
Museum, this brought together local museums and individuals.
There was a panel of 23 national or county recorders to deal
with material sent in by collectors. Pamphlets were issued with
instructions for collection and preservation.
Annual reports were produced providing an overview of activ-
ities, including an annual general meeting, the make-up of the
panel of recorders (or referees as they were later called), lists of
species new to one or both counties, and more extended articles
on specific topics. These reports are all now available for
download from the Tanyptera website and make fascinating
reading for the general aspects as well as one’s particular taxo-
nomic interest. In 1920 there were 209 private members, but a
“deplorable lack of active workers and collectors”.
In 1930, the LCFC published A Checklist of the Fauna of Lan-
cashire and Cheshire (Part 1) covering all the vertebrates and
13 invertebrate groups though not Lepidoptera or Diptera. An-
nual reports continued throughout the 1930s. By 1931 a mem-
bership had slid to 156 and a general decline in scientific soci-
eties was noted, but then there was a sustained upsurge reaching
a peak of 280 in 1938.

Regarding Diptera, prelimin-
ary lists were produced in
1917 and 1920 by Herbert
Bury, a solicitor living in High
Lane just south of
Manchester. In 1919, Harry
Britten senior, already ap-
proaching his 50th year, joined
the Manchester Museum staff
and became a major contrib-
utor to the work of the LCFC
for the next 30 years. In the
1930 checklist he is listed as
author for Tenthedrinidae, Co-
leoptera, Heteroptera, Ho-
moptera and Siphonoptera,
and co-author for Crustacea.

He maintained a card index of records of species which was the
main source of data for the Diptera checklist (Part 1) by Le-
onard Kidd and Alan Brindle that was eventually published by
the LCFC in 1959. It has also been an important source for my

two most recent reviews as Acalyptrates and Calyptrates re-
mained to be covered in Part II of the Kidd and Brindle’s check-
list which never appeared. The Tanyptera Project has had the
full set of cards across all invertebrates scanned and has enlisted
the help of RECORD, the Cheshire LRC, to organise transcrip-
tion of the remaining data by volunteers.
As an interim measure, last winter I worked through the pub-
lished LCFC reports up to 1954 to compile a consolidated
checklist covering all Diptera. This lists 839 Nematocera spe-
cies, 443 lower Brachycera, 318 Acalyptrates and 301 Ca-
lyptrates. These numbers are good proportions of those in the
1945 British checklist, respectively 39%, 34%, 34% and 35% -
a very even-handed coverage. As proportions of the 2020
checklist the numbers are 29%, 27%, 20% and 28%.
I’ve combined these lists with lists from the local records
centres, IRECORD and the NBN Atlas to produce complete
lists for all 3 of the vice-counties 58, 59 and 60 in our region.
These are just bare lists of names against families on a spread-
sheet which is also now available on the Tanyptera website.
This does not amount to a completion of Kidd and Brindle’s
project as there is much checking to do, and extra information
to add on numbers of hectads, earliest and latest years etc.
So it is very much a rough first draft, but useful for checking the
status of new records as they come in, as you will see in the
second part of this article. At the end of 2022, the numbers of
species listed are 32% of the British total for Nematocera, 50%
for lower Brachycera, 51% for Acalyptrates and 60% for Ca-
lyptrates.
Another current initiative of the Tanyptera project is to make
further progress on verification of all terrestrial invertebrate re-
cords held by the four local records centres (Cheshire, Mersey-
side, Greater Manchester and Lancashire) so that they can be
published on the NBN Atlas. Gary Hedges has collated the
Diptera records for me to process on a spreadsheet running to
over 43,000 entries. This number excludes Syrphidae and Do-
lichopodidae which are being handled by Glenn Rostron. We
don’t want to burden recording scheme organisers with masses
of records of common species, so are reviewing the data
ourselves.

Highlights of 2022
As well as mining the archives and bringing the rich history of
recording in the North-West back into view on the website, the
Tanyptera project team of Gary Hedges and Leanna Dixon or-
ganise an annual programme of recording days in various hab-
itats throughout the region. Many records of Diptera new to
one or all of the vice-counties have resulted, particularly in
VC60, known officially as West Lancashire, but better thought
of as North Lancashire. It’s that part of the county north of the
River Ribble which passes through Preston. It was poorly
covered in the Harry Britten era, being remote from
Manchester, but was visited by the Dipterists Forum in the field
weeks of 1999 and 2013. On 12 June, we visited the woods and
flower meadows of the Challan Hall Allotment RSPB reserve
(SD4778), where I added Molophilus lackschewitzianus and
Leucophenga maculata to the VC60 list. The first is a typical
yellowish member of this Limoniid genus but nationally rare,
though known from neighbouring Westmoreland. The second
is a very distinctive fungus-loving Drosophilid, with its silvery
thorax and black and yellow abdomen, a first for the region.
On 17 July we penetrated a remote part of VC60 on the northern
fringes of the Forest of Bowland to reach Far Greenbank Farm,
a shooting estate where herb-rich grasslands have been estab-
lished. It was good to catch up with Steve Garland, Rob Zloch
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and Nicola Garnham there. They have all made notable contri-
butions to the VC60 Diptera list and have much wider interests
as key members of the North Lancashire Wildlife Group (http:/
/nlwg.org.uk/). The day has so far yielded 9 Diptera species
new to VC60. We’ve started nibbling into the more difficult
families: for instance I had Bradysia bicolor (Sciaridae), distin-
guished by its large size and red abdomen, while Rob had Ana-
pausis soluta (Scatopsidae).
In South Lancashire, the well-wooded valley of the River Yar-
row looping around to the south of Chorley was generally pretty
dry on the 17th August but I managed to add another small yel-
lowish limoniid (Molophilus corniger), to the VC59 list, while
Rob Zloch had Conicera dauci, a widespread Phorid species
from this poorly recorded family. The latter was actually recor-
ded in Manchester by Harry Britten according to the 1959 list,
though that is yet to emerge from the data mine.
One feature of the last few years has been a joint recording day
with Invertebrate Group of the Sorby Natural History Society
(http://www.sorby.org.uk/). You may not be aware of the his-
toric Cheshire panhandle which extends along the Longdendale
valley towards the Woodhead pass well on the way to Sorby’s
centre in Sheffield. In the steep side valley of the Heyden Brook
on 7th September, Gary and I joined Jane Hewitt, Jim Flanagan
(Heteroptera Recording Scheme) and Ken Gartside, author of
Hoverflies of Saddleworth (of which a second edition is in pre-
paration). The only species new to VC58 was the Muscid
Helina fratercula but I was even more pleased to find Opomyza
lineatopunctata (Opomyzidae) with its pretty spotted wings.
This species is provisionally nationally scarce, but the the
paucity of records is probably due to the secretive habits of the
adults at the base of theMolinia (moor-grass) tussocks where it
is found. I did find it a year or two ago when we visited the
nearby Crowden valley, but the only previous Cheshire record
currently known is from the Delamere forest in 1957.

Also in Cheshire was our only visit to the coast in 2022 at
Leasowe Gunsite at the end of the Wirral peninsula. A small
area of dune is separated from the sandy beach by a sloping
concrete revetment. In the thin covering of bright green sea-
weed, my wife Elspeth spotted some small black insects clam-
bering around which proved to be Telmatogeton japonicus: this

is the only Chironomid I have ever identified with any confid-
ence. This species had already been recorded on the Lancashire
side of the Mersey by Stephen Tomlinson in 2020. It has spread
around the world from the Pacific, being reported new to Bri-
tain in 2013 (DD 20(2)157).
In the last two years, I have also followed up my intensive sur-
vey of Houghton Green Pool (DD 29(2)127). I went back there
once a fortnight in 2021, and also surveyed a small area of sec-
ondary woodland adjacent to our 1960s housing estate, and the
Chester Zoo Nature reserve which has newly established wood-
land and flower meadows with some adjacent wetland habitats.
This year I have been making fortnightly visits to the Smithills
Estate near Bolton. At 650 hectares this is the Woodland Trust’s
largest site in England, extending from the edge of the town up
a broad valley with wooded streams and onto the moorland of
Winter Hill rising to an altitude of 456m. My transect of 12
sampling areas spread over 1.5km starting between 250 and
350m altitude with a transition from herb-rich grassland with
recently planted trees to open moorland with expanses of
Molinia, bracken, heather and bilberry. This was along the
steep side of the valley with numerous seepages and damp
areas. With 15 minutes for each sample and 13 visits, this
amounted to a total of 39 hours sweep-netting!

I have logged 3185 records of 512 Diptera species on IRE-
CORD. It will be interesting to see if there is a systematic vari-
ation of species mix and richness with altitude and vegetation.
There is certainly a noticeable bias towards northern species
compared with my lowland surveys in VC59. I will mention
here only the single specimens of the Sciomyzid Ectinocera
borealis and of the Anthomyiid Paregle atrisquama, the latter
only the second English record. It was also intriguing to find
that the fourth most frequent species was the orange Lauxaniid
Meiosimyza illota with 55 records: there are only 103 records
nationwide on the NBN Atlas at the time of writing. I also had
5 records of the very similar M. mihalyii, which was first re-
ported as a British species only in 2004 (DD 11(2), 107). It was
also present at Heyden Valley, in the area of several earlier re-
cords. I must thank Rob Zloch for originally alerting me to
check for this species, which he has also found in north Lan-
cashire.
A trawl though IRECORD for 2022 also revealed several new
vice-county or regional records. Nicola Garnham found Lin-
naemya picta (Tachinidae) in VC60 to add to VC58 and VC59
records for this historically rare species (see DD 17(1)77). Two
Conopids completely new to Northwest England were identi-
fied by Dave Clements from photos: Leopoldius brevirostris
found by Trevor Southward on Longridge Fell near Preston;
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and L. calceatus found by Paul Brennan in Chorley, this being
a species first recorded in Britain in 2018 (DD 25(2)193).
Although not new to the region, 2022 saw unprecedented num-
bers of the locust blowfly Stomorhina lunata following a year
without any sightings. As probably our most prolific IRE-
CORD contributor, Pete Kinsella in Crosby on the Mersey
coast provided 6 of the 17 records, the first on 7 July followed
by a spate of 6 males and 1 female on ivy clumps between 2nd

and 6th October. Other notable records from him were Gonia
ornata, G. picea (Tachinidae), Miltogramma punctata (Sarco-
phagidae) and Stratiomys singularior (Stratiomyiidae). In Brit-
ish Soldierflies Stubbs and Drake expressed surprise that the
last species had not been recorded on the Lancashire coast.
Pete’s two sightings follow one in Southport in 2021 and the
first Lancashire record from near Warrington in 2018.

The overall result of our collective efforts in 2022 is the addi-
tion of 98 new vice-county or regional records so far, and more
may of course still be in the pipeline. It is inspiring that we are
continuing the great tradition of the LCFC. Modern keys, di-
gital photography, computerisation of recording and the Inter-
net have vastly increased the rate at which we can process and
publish information, but there are still great tracts of the fauna
where we have added very little, such as the Chironomidae, the
Ceratopogonidae, the Mycetophilidae and the Phoridae.

Phil Brighton helophilus@hotmail.co.uk

A Fanfare for Fannids
Donald Smith

My copy of the Royal Entomological Society key to Muscidae
by d'Assis Fonseca (1968) is looking a bit tatty now, the spine
broken, the corners dog-eared and the page margins messy with
accumulated scribbles. The cover is spotted with coffee stains
and the pages yellow with their years.
The key has seen many struggles with bristles and dusting,
many wrong turnings and some moments of relieved
recognition.At the back are a set of pristine plates. These are six
plates of the hypopygia of Fannia and Piezura species. If the
muscids gave me trouble enough, two genera needing intimate
inspection of the male genitalia were never going to be high on
my list of taxa to tackle. Even after they were hived off into
their own family – Fanniidae – I was never quite tempted
enough to make the effort to get to know them.
But they have kept accumulating in my boxes – odd specimens

from sunlit woodland glades, hanging out with the heleomyzids
on fungi or turning up in the net among general sweepings.
What seemed a smallish and nondescript muscid would turn out
to have a pleasingly straight subcostal vein, a fetchingly curved
A2 and, usually a pair of dorsal bristles in the apical half of the
hind tibia and so be archived in the Fanniidae box. But lately,
having managed to pin and label up the 2022 season's catch,
and being a little less scared of calypterates, I decided to dive
in. The RES key is available as a pdf (www.royensoc.co.uk ), as
is an updated key in The European Fanniidae (Diptera) Acta
Scientarum naturalium Academiae Bohemicae, Brno, 31(2):80
pp (1997) by Rozkošný, Gregor and Pont. The newer key is
structured differently from the RES one, giving two ways of,
hopefully, getting to the right answer.

What an interesting lot of flies they are – at least for the males!
First honours go to Fannia lustrator (Harris, 1780) which is one
of the larger species – the size of a middling Helina or Phaonia
but with a curious hooked spine beneath the mid-coxa and a
rapier-like spike emerging from the bottom of the sternopleuron
– now what are they for? The mid and hind femora and tibia are
bright orange, giving it a well-dressed calvary look, just the
right trousers having been chosen for that shirt. Other species,
have a stubby spike at the base of the mid tarsus, in the case of
F. armata (Mg., 1826), combined with an apically swollen mid-
tibia sporting a ventral pubescence in the style of a slightly
cautious punk. Another leg curiosity is F. coracina (Loew,
1873) which also has swollen mid-tibiae but instead of
pubescence sports a shiny black tubercle, more of a beauty spot
than a pimple. Another distinctive species is F. canicularis (L.,
1761) which has yellowish spots on the second and third
tergites but rather boring legs. And mention must also be made
of F. mollissima (Halliday in Westwood, 1840) with its jutting
jaw, bouffant pre-genital tergites and wedge-shaped abdomen.
After that, their splendours are maybe for the connoisseur, or
the devotee of those hypopygial plates – I will need to get into
the habit of extending the genitalia properly upon pinning.
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challenging. I was making heavy weather of the process,
fussing over the relative placement and size of bristles,
assessing the curvaceousness of the lower calypter and
agonising over the shininess of the frontal orbits. What helped
make sense of them was remembering that, whatever dreams
the novice might have of stumbling on something rare or
completely novel, the bulk of what turns up in your net is going
to be the common species. Judging by the males I had
identified, and checking the distribution maps on NBN and the
useful summaries in Phil Brighton's “The Diptera of Lancashire
and Cheshire: Muscoidea, Part I” (2020 – available as a pdf
online) what I should be looking for were F. armata , F.
canicularis , F. lustrator , F. mollissima , F. serena (Fallén,
1825) and F. sociella (Zetterstedt, 1845). Once I had my eye in
for these ladies it became much easier to recognise oddities
such as F. corvina (Verrall, 1892) with its glossy black frontal
orbits – just a shade to heavy on the mascara. One surprise was
finding several specimens of F. pallitibia (Rondani, 1866), a
common enough species nationally, the females of which have
distinctively pale tibia and femora tips, the black tarsi looking
like ankle socks against pale skin. Although I found that I had
females from seven different locations in East Lothian, mostly
from September onwards, I have not yet found any males.
Indeed of the 15 species I have found so far, I have both species
for 7 species, males only for 1 species and females only for 7
species – either my identifications of females are unreliable or
I am collecting in a way that biases against males. Indeed,
among a series collected in a bottle trap set up over a roadkill
hedgehog, females specimens outnumbered males by 10:1. Are
the males up in the treetops perhaps? But however many times
I go through them I am left with about a third of the females
unidentified, either because crucial bristles differ between legs
or are impossible to see because of the ways the legs are placed,
or else because I can't decide between the options offered in the
keys and become bewildered. At any rate, my foray into the
fannids expands the NBN and iRecord data for the family in
East Lothian – previously a single record of F. canicularis from
Brian Hickman at a National Trust for Scotland property in
2010.

There are breeding records for the family from fungi, wasp and
bird nests, leaf litter, rotting wood, carrion, dung and flesh. The
larvae are unusually flattened in shape with a fringe of branched
processes, these adaptations enabling them to survive in watery
substrates. The puparia form within the skin of the final instar
as can be seen in the photographs of honeycomb with puparia
of F. scalaris (Fabricius, 1794) in Dipterists Digest 17: 29
(2010) in the note by Jon Cole. So I suppose my next challenge
is to find some larvae, meet some of the missing gentleman and
put a name to some of the elusive ladies. Truly, there is no end
to this business.
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Call for specimens
In 2022 we started a project to study the cuticular hydrocarbon
profile of various Diptera species from the UK.We theorise that
it is possible to distinguish different species using hydrocarbon
profiles and can see several useful applications across science
specialisms, including taxonomy and identification. For
example, it may prove a valuable tool in separating cryptic
species, identifying incomplete specimens, or matching
females to males.
Cuticular hydrocarbons are present as a thin layer on the cuticle
of terrestrial insect species, acting in the first instance as a
desiccation barrier. To establish the profile, dry specimens are
first rinsed with hexane. This sample is then run through a Gas
Chromatography - Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) process, and
the resulting peaks depict the unique composition of
hydrocarbons present on each species. To get a ‘clean’ sample,
it is important that specimens have not been exposed to any
chemicals that might affect their hydrocarbon profile, this
includes ethanol and ethyl acetate.
Initial work has already been undertaken to determine the
efficacy of this method (Moore et al., 2021) when working with
museum specimens. However, the history of museum
specimens is often unknown, with little information on how
they have been caught, killed, prepared, or stored meaning that
testing museum material is hit or miss in terms of whether a
clean reading can be obtained.
Our current experimentation is looking to create a baseline
profile for common diptera species from freshly caught
specimens, which are collected into clean sample tubes, frozen
and then mounted before being sent to laboratories at Cranfield
University to be sampled. This work will allow us to establish
if there is a minimum species size, create comparative data for
further work with museum specimens, and begin building a
reference database of results.
Material has been collected from the Oxfordshire area, as part
of a small number of survey projects, the largest of which is at
Hogacre Common Eco Park (SP 5082 0509) where identified
materials will go towards both this project and building a
species list for the area to inform land management decisions.
As this project aims to encompass as many species as possible,
we are soliciting for donations of material. The minimum
requirement is that specimens must not have been exposed to
chemicals, so it is unlikely that there is a pool of material in
existence. They can be any species, from any area of the UK. It
would be most appreciated if interested members could collect
specimens as part of their upcoming 2023 fieldwork, even just
a few from gardens or local areas, that are then frozen. Material
can be sent in this state, or once mounted if preferred. If it is
possible to send identified material this would be greatly
appreciated as it will speed up the process significantly. All
material can be returned if desired after sampling, though each
specimen will be given a sample reference number label which
we would ask is retained.
Material can be sent to the address below, or it may be possible
to arrange an in-person exchange at various entomological
events throughout the year. If anyone has any questions about
the project, please contact Zoë at the same address or via e-
mail: zoe.simmons@oum.ox.ac.uk
Postal address: Oxford University Museum of Natural History,
Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PW
References
Moore, H.E., Hall, M.J.R., Drĳfhout, F.P., Cody, R.B, & Whitmore, D.
(2021). Cuticular hydrocarbons for identifying Sarcophagidae (Diptera).
Scientific Reports 11: 7732.
doi.org/10.1038/s41598-021-87221-y

Zoë Simmons & Hannah Moore
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Conservation
Conservation Officer report
Conserving biodiversity:
the role of taxonomy

“No one will protect what they don't care about; and no
one will care about what they have never experienced.”
David Attenborough

COP15 provided a much-needed reason for some, albeit
cautious, optimism about protecting biodiversity and
tackling the climate crisis. Regrettably, none of the targets
and agreements are legally binding.
The publication by the EU in 2022 of a “Red List of Insect
Taxonomists” (https://tinyurl.com/bdcuz4sd) prompted
me to think about a key component of conserving
biodiversity – taxonomy.

Alpha taxonomy and the role of non-
professionals:
Is the writing on the wall?
The obvious reality is that you cannot conserve what you
don’t know about. Taxonomy is fundamental to the
conservation of biodiversity. If you don’t know what it is
how can you conserve it and monitor conservation efforts
effectively? In what follows, I use the adjective “non-
professional” in the sense of meaning “unsalaried”.
Some definitions from Disney (1999) Insect biodiversity
and the demise of alpha taxonomy. Antenna, 23: 84-88.:-
ALPHA TAXONOMY is concerned with the recognition
and description of species;
BETATAXONOMY is concerned with arranging species
in a hierarchical classification and is “flourishing …
particularly with the advent of new molecular data”
GAMMATAXONOMY is concerned with characterizing
infra-specific populations, again benefitting enormously
from molecular techniques.
The correct identification of a species is a cornerstone of
biological sciences. The relentless decline of alpha
taxonomy as practiced by professionals in academic
institutions has been documented in many publications
over the last 30 years. There are few indications that
things will change for alpha taxonomy in the foreseeable
future, i.e. most of it will continue to be practiced by non-

professionals. With the ageing of the community of non-
professional alpha taxonomists and, more generally, those
having expertise and experience in identification, an
impending crisis of capacity looms.
The EU Report (“RLIT”)
This report focused primarily on the taxonomic capacity
of the professional community. There are, however, some
specific references to the role of non-professionals in
supporting taxonomic research.
Age structure. The RLIT reported that of those surveyed:
“Half of the taxonomists are within the 40 to 59 age
group, 19% in the 60 to 69 group and 8% 70 or older. The
least number, just 6%, are early career researchers. This
age structure corresponds to the fact that young
graduates must advance in their level of qualification and
publication record before they become taxonomists, as
confirmed by the data on education and qualification.”
Thus, more than ¾ of these taxonomists are 40+ years old.
The long lead-in for formal taxonomic training on the
professional circuit, reminiscent of the medical
profession, means that there is a significant time-lag
(around 10 years from graduating) such that professional
capacity builds very slowly.
Building capacity. One of the “science”
recommendations RLIT makes is to “Increase the
taxonomic capacity through dedicated knowledge
exchange, education, training and development
opportunities for professional taxonomists”. Alas, the
report gives few details or examples of how this has been
or might be achieved. In its strategic response the report
states that: “Taxonomic capacity can mainly be built at a
country level by securing continuity of taxonomic
research in museums, institutes, universities or similar
structures; by developing suitable conditions where
experts either are lacking or disappearing and by
creating permanent jobs for taxonomists while reducing
competition with other disciplines.” Might “or similar
structures” here include a key contribution from the
voluntary sector?
Coverage: biases and filling the gaps. In terms of
species coverage there is clearly a bias towards families
that are of obvious relevance to human health and
economics. Such a bias and limited sample size has little
meaning as a measure of “biodiversity”. Phrases used in
the report such as “Diptera contains numerous important
pollinators and is, therefore, an important order to cover”
(Section 4.1.3.) underlie this conceptual flaw in assessing
and quantifying biodiversity. With regard to Diptera the
report recognizes this bias iinasmuch as: “There is some
obvious variation in taxonomic capacity among Dipteran
families. While the Syrphidae and Calliphoridae have
Adequate Capacity, the capacity for Bombyliidae,
Tabanidae, Lauxaniidae and Mydidae is Critically Low
and for the Blephariceridae even Eroded. Targeted
funding mechanisms for such Diptera families can help
to close these gaps [my emphasis]”
The report notes that while the four largest insect orders
(Coleoptera, Diptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera) are the
most studied, their highly speciose nature leads to ratings
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of Poor Capacity or Moderate Capacity for their
taxonomy. Capacity for Diptera is rated Poor.
“Citizen science” and “Parataxonomy” The report
makes some recommendations with regard to the
involvement of the non-professional community. Section
4.3.5 “Parataxonomy and Citizen Science” deals with the
contributions made by non-professionals. It recognizes
“parataxonomists” as “biological diversity technicians
who are not necessarily fully-fledged experts in the field
of taxonomy …. whose involvement has the potential to
greatly increase the efficiency of monitoring and research
on insects”.
Recommendation SCI-B1 of the report (p. 24):
“Improve the collaboration of professional taxonomists
with amateur naturalists”. This recognizes that “Specific
programmes for citizen science should be developed by
the European Commission with specific calls for concrete
collaborations with citizen science initiatives and
professional organisations, focusing on taxa that are: i)
species-rich, ii) understudied, or iii) bear special
relevance for environmental, economic and/or societal
reasons [my emphasis].

What might we take from the RLIT exercise?

Auditing “parataxonomic” capacity in the UK
From the concerns raised above, an audit of the capacity
for alpha taxonomy in the non-professional community -
parataxonomy - would seem to be an urgent priority. How
many invertebrate parataxonomists are there in the UK?
With some refinements the methodology behind the RLIT
report could be used as a template for such an audit. Do
UK invertebrate societies have an appetite for making a
case for such an audit? Supporting and training
“parataxonomists” is, surely, an urgent priority.
Any thoughts and comments on the issues discussed here
would be very welcome: m.welch@nhm.ac.uk.

MarkWelch

[Editor’s note:We’ve discussed lack of Open Access to key journal articles as a
“paywall” barrier to research by non-professionals in past issues of this
Bulletin on several occasions]

Adopt-a-Species
Prospects for the rare calcareous fen
flies of Cothill Fen and Parsonage
Moor, Oxon.

Triogma trisulcata (Cylindrotomatid cranefly)
Odontomyia argentata Silver Colonel
(Stratiomyidae) Stratiomys chamaeleon, Clubbed
General Soldierfly (Stratiomyidae) and
Odontomyia angulata, Orange-horned Green
Colonel Soldierfly (Stratiomyidae)
All these species have aquatic/amphibious larvae which
feed on finely divided detritus or algal/bacterial films on
mud or plants (microphagous). They live in shallow
water, in shallow marly silt or waterlogged mats of
stonewort algae (Chara sp) or water logged moss mats
with tufa (lime scale ) formation a key feature. They all
live in Cothill Fen SSSI/SAC in Oxfordshire.
I last wrote in July 2022 when a summer drought and
extreme heat had already followed a dry spring in
Oxfordshire. In the fen the breeding areas are shallow wet
runnels and peat cut pools. These had both dried down
extensively. This year I saw no egg masses of Stratiomys
sp. soldier flies on any reed leaves over the dried-down
peat-cut pool areas, in positions I usually see a few. Is this
a significant or had I just missed them? Had they laid
elsewhere or lower down..? August continued dry and hot
with the start of some rain only at the very end of the
month bringing little relief in fen wetlands. For those of
us with long memories, the worst drought since 1976, so
it was said. But this 2022 drought was hotter and I note
more widespread in Europe. Of course climate change is
the cause.What will the damage to the early stages of flies
breeding in the fen have been? Will they survive in future
at this site?
I visit the fen more or less weekly, so let’s start in late
August, still hot and dry; paths to the fen were as dry as
dust, the fen peat and vegetation a moister relief, but
things not at all right. Devil’s-bit Scabious flowers were
wilting, something never ever seen before. Here late
August is past the time here for any soldierfly adults to be
still on the wing. On 26thAugust in very hot conditions, a
peat cut pool (rather nitrate-enriched area) in the Cothill
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NNR section that was drying down to mud with a thin
film of water, was seen to have a number of patches of
moving disturbance, with some things obviously
wriggling along, moving through the sloppy mud all in
the same direction, northwards towards the pool margin.
What were they? Turned out they were mature fully
grown Stratiomys sp. larvae, creeping as fast as is
possible for such legless larvae; moving from the pool
centre towards the shallow muddy drying vegetated
margins. I took a few small videos of this migration. You
can find the result on the Dipterists Forum website in the
YouTube channel: https://youtu.be/n4ekOzjftRU
(Thanks to Victoria Burton).

Catching one of these larvae I determined it was of a
Flecked General, Stratiomys singularior, due to the small
pegs extending out sideways from each of the segments
(see larval key in Stubbs and Drake. 2014). They were full
grown, but now too late to emerge as adult flies; so I
presume they were looking for a safe site to hunker down
and pass the time until they could emerge in 2023, as
suggested sometimes happens by Stubbs and Drake (ref
above, p295) when discussing soldierfly life cycles. In
fact a similar observation is described there of Stratiomys
larvae crawling over the surface of mats of filamentous
algae on a hot day in late summer in a shallow lake at
Cuckmere Haven, Sussex.
I had not before fully taken in the observation in this text
that ‘…3 to 5 years may be needed to reach maturity and
even then the adult may not emerge. Full grown larvae
have been found in late summer, too late to emerge that
year and almost certainly waiting for the next.’ The
suggestion then followed that the larvae could wait until
a suitable climatic sequence triggered emergence. There
is so much more to find out regarding the larval stage of
the life cycle of these interesting flies.
What about the autumn water levels in Cothill Fen? I
monitor water levels in dip wells in Cothill NNR section
monthly. Water tables in summer dropped well below the
maximum botanists think is safe i.e. -10 to -20cms
below surface; this being needed by the rare M13
fen vegetation assemblage, Chara stonewort algal
mats were dead and white, tufa-forming mosses
beloved of soldierfly larvae were dry and crispy to
the touch. How damaging will this prove to have
been? September did not really have enough rain to

much wet the soils (or stimulate early fungi I noted) but
this was followed by more than average rainfall all of
October. This slowly filled some peat cut pools in Cothill
fen, but this will have been rain water with no calcium, as
we only get calcium-rich ground water from marginal
seepages zones, so the chemistry will not be the most
suitable for the rare species. Dip well data I monitor there
have shown that groundwater levels around the fen
margins are still very low, even now. Some dip wells in
fen marginal zones remained dry to the bottom until the
end of October and have been very slow to wet up. But
in the centre pools the dead-looking tufa-forming mosses
in the runnels have revived by November; the mounds of
unhealthy white crispy Sphagnum bog mosses that exist
above the calcareous groundwater in the pools have all
greened up and are happily growing away again. The
Chara stonewort mats are all re-growing under water
from germinated spores as if nothing had happened, so
what is the problem?
I wondered how many soldierfly larvae might have
perished in the drying-down phase. Yes many of the
species can survive drying down phases in shallow pools
because of their tough leathery (sometimes calcium
encrusted) larval skins, but the dried-out pool mud may
have become too hot for survival once all visible water
disappeared. Could any soldierfly larvae now be found?
On 17th November I went out to see if I could find any in
the re-wetted runnels with stonewort algae and mosses.

I looked at a re-wetted runnel in the Parsonage Moor
section of Cothill. This section had suffered most from the
drying-down because it has not yet had any remedial re-
wetting by restriction of historic drainage. In four
handfuls of waterlogged Chara stonewort algae I found
two middle sized (not mature) Odontomyia larvae and in
two handfuls of waterlogged, upright-growing tufts of
Marsh Bryum Bryum pseudotriquetrum s.l. moss I found
one small Stratiomys larva and three middle-sized
Odontomyia larvae. I returned them all, relieved that at
least all is not yet lost. Although of course I don’t know
how many I might have found in that position in a non-
drought year. Was it a poor year for survival from eggs,
wherever they were laid? That seems likely because after
a few weeks the eggs hatch and larvae normally drop into
water in the pool or runnel underneath. Do they then
perish if it is dry under the egg masses? With life cycles
taking up to 5 years, the impact of this drought year might
not be apparent in adult fly numbers for years to come;
always assuming this kind of heat and drought does not
happen every year from now on…
Next year I think I will be deploying some of the Alan
Stubbs half grapefruit skin live-traps in fen areas to
concentrate a lot more on recording and studying larvae
and their habits.

Judy Webb
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Fly-fishing

Every story paints a picture
The host of tales and tips to be found in this Bulletin come from
across our membership. We could always use more no matter
how complex or trivial and we’d like to hear from you.
Listed below are various Dipterists Forum’s activities, our
shopping list if you will of topics of interest to us all. Many are
to be found in recent Bulletins. Do contact us if you are engaged
in projects of interest to you or simply if you have a tale to tell.
Help us keep everything buzzing.
A. Projects
Lots to get involved with amongst our various projects, actual
or proposed:

• The Steve Falk digitisation project.
• Rob Wolton’s Cairngorms project
• Zoe Adams’ Baseline survey for rewilding project (p25)
• Rainforest Diptera - do you have a species distribution map
which matches https://map.lostrainforestsofbritain.org/ ?

• Jon Cole records project
• Any regional or museum-based projects - a DIY “tree of life”
method perhaps

B. Bulletin editorial
Regular and scheduled topics
Bulletin 96

• Brief reviews of books and aricles
• More from our ecologists please. Articles relating Diptera to
various habitats.

• An introduction to the PANTHEON database which is a system
of categorising habitats - request from Phil Brighton

• Choose a presenter at our Annual Meeting to write about. The
Youtubes are good but written accounts can be amazing.

• Feedback on any Bulletin topic
• A budget. A costly task when you add up all the software, books
etc., it’d be nice to be able to commission art work too.

• Stories from the Recording Schemes and others. Start a
newsletter now even though you may not finish it for a long
time.

• Features editors & journalists to help investigate, report,
compile, collate etc. Contact us to discuss areas of interest to
you.

• Someone to review all the stuff on our Youtube channel, there’s
some fascinating stuff on there like Judy’s video of Stratiomys
larvae, the survey for Caliprobola in the New Forest and our
Annual Meeting talks

• Copy Judy Webb into all Bulletin submissions & messages .
C. Recording

• Anything the Recording Schemes are looking for.
• Site datasets for publishing as Open Data to NBN Atlas (e.g.

Diptera of Windsor Forest) as requested by Judy Webb, Mark
Welch and others.

• Records from Summer Field meetings particularly Epoch 3.
• Stories arising from your use of Open Data (e.g. maps from
NBNAtlas) be the context regional or taxonomic.
• iRecord for Dummies - any ideas?
• Identifiers (British Diptera Identifiers (BDI))

Additional experts to sign up to verify groups on
iRecord
Additional novices and experts to sign up to verify
groups on iNaturalist - the Recording Schemes
really need everyone’s help with this, without you
some of their work is stalled

• Maps. Putting together a distribution map for species of interest
can be informative. A range of methods are available from those
via NBN Atlas to more complex ones (see https://tinyurl.com/
32243mjs) This topic is one of our Dipterists Forum formal
objectives.

Quick method: copy this link into OneNote (all on one line)
h t t p s : / / e a s y m a p . n b n a t l a s . o r g / E a s y M a p ?
tvk=NBNSYS0100004229&w=332&b0fill=ff0000&retina=2
Click it to view the map. Change that TVK code to any species you
like, those are easy to find, type “nbn coremacera marginata” into
DuckDuckGo and it’s listed in the URL. Or use Chris Raper’s online
UKSI ists from https://uksi-sandbox.nhm.ac.uk/index.php
Build your own gazetteer in OneNote

D. Photography
We’ve a core of readers keen to know some of the techniques
and kit you all use to snap flies. Clearly we can’t hope to
conduct detailed reviews but talk to us about short & sweet
ones. Brief notes on the following topics would be of interest:

• Experiences with other brands - Canon, Sony etc.
• Macro lenses & macro flash setups (studio and field)
• Focus stacking. We’ve done this before, even run workshops
(Stuart Ball, Cardiff Museum) but systems have improved over
the years and new software is now on the market (e.g. Affinity
Photo). More on this topic is planned for a future Bulletin so
share your experiences with the editors soon.

• Flickr - your experiences and comments (read Steve Falk’s
account in a recent Bulletin)

E. Microscopy & other techniques
Thumb through several Bulletins and discover we’ve featured a
wide range of techniques, too wide-ranging to list them all. The
following are current:

• Rearing techniques + trapping techniques
• Pins, pooters & pill boxes - techniques and gear
• Microscopes - best specs to look out for and the most
economical current buys

• Expressions of interest in the use of QGIS to make UK
distribution maps, (tip: look at FSC resources)

No shortage of ideas. Do contact us to help create our next
“phenomenal” issue and further our objectives.

Darwyn Sumner, Editor

Dipterists Forum objectives
a. To foster the study of Diptera, including linking with other
disciplines where there is a relationship with other animals and
plants.

b. To promote the recording of all aspects of the natural history of
Diptera, including the advancement of distribution mapping.

c. To promote the conservation of Diptera.
d. To encourage and support amateurs in harmony with professionals
in museums, institutes and universities.

e. To organise indoor meetings, workshops, field meetings and other
relevant events.

f. To disseminate information through newsletters and publications.
g. To focus on the Diptera of the British Isles whilst maintaining an
interest in those of continental Europe and elsewhere.



Recording
The main features in this Bulletin are:
• Appeals to support the efforts of the Recording Schemes
• iNaturalistUK projects
• NBN publicity & Open Data usage
• News from various Recording Schemes
• Summary of Expeditions & Projects

Recording Scheme support
Feedback to the Recording Schemes is important. The
organisers have put an immense amount of effort into their
specialist groups and they rely on responses from those with
similar interests to respond to them in various ways.
One useful way you may be able to help them is by

iNaturalistUK
Schemes in the following accounts with the green birdie
symbol have iNaturalistUK projects at the following site:

Dipterists Forum

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/dipterists-forum
In addition to Recording Scheme projects, (23/30) all the
Dipterists ForumExpedition projects are linked on one of the
Journal pages. Membership is gradually increasing - do join us.
The site augments the information on the Bulletin back covers.

NBN Publicity
NBN’s iNaturalistUK initiative has its own page publicising
various projects in the UK. Projects recently set up by
Dipterists Forum feature 5 times on the page. Our umbrella
project for all the Recording Schemes is one of three “New and
Noteworthy”, The collection of sites for VC 27 & 28 (Norfolk)
initiated following our summer field meeting is amongst their
“Featured” projects whilst two specific schemes appear
elsewhere on the page

https://uk.inaturalist.org/projects
A terrific bit of publicity for Dipterists Forum from NBN.

NHM Diptera project 2022
The Natural History Museum (Jessica Wardlow) set up a
project during the summer. She chose 13 popular Diptera and
confined the dates to between June 1st and September 18th.

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/fly-finder-id

Well worth a browse for all the facts and figures. Most records
by Adele Cammies with Matthew Vosper coming second. Top
identifier is an hymenopterist, second an Austrian and third
retired LRC founder, Steve McWilliams. A whole bunch of us
had a shot at being top of the “most species” chart until Jessica
A pipped everyone with 10 species.
Three Conopid species in their list, which brings the iRecord
verification queue to 391 now.
Any suggestions for this year’s 13?

Analysis
It can be quite tricky to keep track of the figures of Diptera
recorded throughout the year. Individual Recording Schemes
are best placed to keep an eye on those figures. At one end of
the scale the Hoverfly Recording Scheme keep a close watch
and you’ll find that information is part of their regular
newsletter reports. At the other end of the scale you can get
quite excited by the addition of two new records to our smallest,
the Oestridae Recording Scheme, so botanist Dan Wrench
becomes something of a celebrity with his Gasterophilus
intestinalis photograph on iNaturalist and the Oestridae count
there is now 26.
If you remember to write the figures down occasionally then
iNaturalist can be a good site to monitor progress. That overall
figure of 29.969 when we first set up the iNaturalist Recording
Scheme project stood at 44,658 in mid-November and that
doesn’t include the hoverflies (they’d swamp the leaderboard
presentation) Compare that to our DF NBN Atlas total of
85,068 and you can see that there’s an enormous potential if
every one were processed through iRecord to NBN Atlas.
Realistically maybe half or less are identifiable from photos
(see Roger Morris writing in British Wildlife) but there are
marked improvements on some of them, especially those that
are more easily recognisable. Here are a few examples of
proportions of records raised to ResearchGrade (see the
doughnut chart on each one):

1. Ian Andrew’s Heleomyzid Flies raised from 13% to 29%
2. Micropezid & Tanypezid raised from 37% to 59% due to contribu�ons

by interna�onal experts
3. Donald Smith’s Kelp Flies raised from 12% to 16%
4. Soldierflies steady at 60%, s�ll plenty of scope to raise this figure
5. Sam Rees’ Flat Footed flies project steady at 25%,
6. Conopidae steady at 62% + 4212 records on iRecord need verifica�on
7. Small acalypterates 18%
8. Sepsidae 8% - a good propor�on need microscope work
9. Craneflies 17% - use your new book
10. Sciomyzidae 33% - Tetanocera can’t be differen�ated from images
11. Tachinidae 64%
12. Sarcophagidae 6% - Sarcophaga can’t be differen�ated from images
13. Scathophagidae 56%
14.Chloropidae 3% - a good propor�on need microscope work
15.Anthomyiidae 3%
16.Agromyzidae 64%
17.Blow Flies 12%
18.Oestridae 80% = highest ID score
19.Bibionidae 27% - organiser for this scheme is yet to be arranged
20.UK Diptera as a whole steady at 49% (this figure includes hoverflies)

The degree of success is down to several factors, the intrinsic
identifiability of each group from images, the effort that the
particular recording scheme organiser (and partners) make and
the photogenic properties of particular species (e.g. lots of
Coremacera marginata) For those undecided as to which group
to get involved with the above is a fair guide, the higher figures
are clearly very doable whilst the low ones may be poorly
identifiable from photographs but the schemes could use a
partner/assistant.
Take a look at some of those Recording Scheme iNaturalist
projects to see if you can confirm any images posted there. An
opportunity to use some excellent keys or books you just
bought.
iRecord: Doing the same sort of above analysis for iRecord
material is a much trickier job. Martin Harvey did one in the last
Bulletin though.
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Scheme to communicate with their contributors



The less information there is, the more the risk.Martin
Sorg, Krefeld Entomological Society

Joining iNaturalist projects
Visitors to any of the above projects may join them as a
member. This may seem a trivial thing but it has a couple

of advantages. Firstly, each time you upload an image, you’ll
see one or more icons on that image’s page. If it’s an image
from a particular Recording Scheme it’ll show their icon. If
your record happens to fall within a particular site that’s been
set up as a site project (see above) it’ll show that too. The
projects you’ve joined will help you keep track of your stuff. So
for example if you’ve joined the Cranefly project then it
becomes easy to track all your cranefly images. If you record
regularly in a particular site (e.g. Holt Country Park + SSSI)
then you’ll not only be able to track your stuff from there but
also the images that everyone else posts too.
From Dipterists Forum’s perspective it’s useful to get some idea
of the popularity of the Recording Schemes. The umbrella
project itself now has 21 members. Individual Schemes vary,
my Micropezid one has 3 (the European version took 2 years to
build up to 17.) Chris Raper’s Tachinidae has been established
for some time and he’s got 6 as does the recently formed
Cranefly project, the Sciomyzidae are next with 4. So far these
figures are not good indicators of popularity, for many of them
even the scheme organisers haven’t signed on to their own
projects. They’re missing out as the iNaturalist projects are a
super way of making contact with keen recorders and
international experts.
It’s not possible to know how many of our Dipterists Forum
membership are signed up to iNaturalist, so far I reckon to have
spotted only around 20. Many of the diptera images uploaded
to iNaturalist will have come from naturalists who specialise in
other disciplines or are simply casual enquirers.
If you do happen to sign up, your first collection should be that
of the various Recording Scheme projects - that’s the kind of
feedback that’s most encouraging, even if you do nothing after
that except enjoy the pretty pictures.

Recording Scheme assistance
Volunteering to partner a Recording Scheme organiser is a
long-established tradition in the Diptera Recording Schemes.
Stuart & Roger with David Iliff for the Hoverflies is the first to
come to mind and they’ve expanded their team considerably
now. Chris & Matt partnered up to do the Tachinidae long ago,
Alan, John & Pete did the same for the Craneflies and I fell into
the Sciomyzids way back.
All the schemes would welcome volunteers no matter what
their particular skills are. One example would be skills at
putting together newsletters; I can’t promise the level of
adventure as boy reporter Tintin but I’m certain David Iliff
would agree that it’s very interesting to be first to hear all the
stories.
A whole new realm of volunteer opportunities opened up with
iNaturalistUK, two good examples are Sam Rees doing the
Flat-footed flies there and Jocelyn Claude making inroads on all
the Psilids on my Micropezid site.
Needn’t involve much labour for the busy experts either, when
I offerred to do all the iRecord donkey work for the
Dryomyzidae Steve Falk gave us the thumbs up and, with his
approval, some of those records have begun to drift onto the
NBNAtlas.
In terms of difficulty tech demands are variable, ranging from
iRecord verification (which is a breeze) through to Scratchpads,
GIS and statistical analyses.
So if you’ve an interest in a group and a wish to get involved
then contact them. Helping the Recording Schemes do their
stuff is what Dipterists Forum is all about.

NBN Atlas - Open Data
Valuing and using your records
The value of all the records passed through to NBN Atlas via
the variety of methods we all use is a complex subject. Taken as
a whole across all taxa it permits the monitoring of the state of
our environment and in doing so helps protect it.
Illustrating the Open Diptera Data is possible to an extent, if
you visit the Dipterists Forum’s partner page at https://registry.
nbnatlas.org/public/show/dp172 and scroll all the way to the
bottom there are a number of charts which may be of interest. A
surprise that Scotland and Wales combined have less than a
quarter of the total, despite our numerous Welsh Field Week
visits. Notable is the doubling of records in the 2010-2019
decade compared to the previous one. There is also a pretty
interactive doughnut chart of the number of records in each of
the various Diptera Families. Sciomyzidae being the most
numerous, followed by Sarcophagidae then Dolichopodidae
and Heleomyzidae. All surprisingly different to our iNaturalist
chart but some of the big schemes (Soldierflies, Craneflies)
don’t use our Dipterists Forum page so we can’t include them.
The actual usage of the records is shown as a table, your efforts
have resulted in 767,681 downloads for various purposes,
Copied and pasted into Excel gives us the following:

Still a little challenging to interpret but the big ones are the 28%
professional researcher (pale green) and the 17% volunteer
researcher (yellow) both of which could include status
assessments or other work by our schemes. The 16% dark green
(education) and 14% orange (public) fulfil our objectives very
well. The remainder include a good deal of formal day-to-day
conservation work. NBN’s Sophie Ratcliffe tells me that they
are looking into that 3% commercial use (amber), we may get
to know more about that eventually.

Darwyn Sumner
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Where are all our records?
The doughnut chart on page 1 shows this particularly well, a
reduction in the increase of Open Data on our Dipterists Forum
partner page at https://registry.nbnatlas.org/public/show/dp172
in recent months, a relatively thin white slice.

Epoch 3
Several Epoch 3 datasets were added by me last year and I’m
currently in talks with Sophie Ratcliffe of NBN over the adding
of a few backlogs. For many of the Field Weeks (2003 to 2014)
we just didn’t get any of your records so several years are
complete blanks. If you’re wondering where those records are,
they’re mostly still in your notebooks. Spreadsheet methods are
a fairly straightforward solution used by several of us, contact
me if you’d like some help with those.

Epoch 4
The first of the Epoch 4 Field Week datasets (Stirling 2019)
were processed from a dataset sent to me by Martin Harvey
from all the iRecord submissions. All I had to do was fill in the
metadata form then send it and Martin’s iRecord dataset to
Sophie.
A similar method is proposed for future Epoch 4 datasets, the
Cornwall 2021 (4074*) dataset and the Oxford 2022 dataset
are overdue (see Bulletin#93) One issue Martin and I have to
resolve is a way to incorporate iNaturalist records into those
datasets, they don’t get the FieldWeek “flag” that allows Martin
to apply a simple filter on the iRecord silo and thus extract a
dataset. Not many of us are using the iNaturalist method at the
moment but numbers submitted via that platform are increasing
and will continue to do so.
Norfolk 2022 (3532*) won’t be ready until Spring 2023 to give
everyone time to work through their specimens. I’m a good
judge of that timing as I’m probably the laziest (still got to do
John Mousley’s Micropezids.)

Recording Schemes
The white slice on our Dipterists Forum green doughnut chart
(p1) is all down to work by the Recording Schemes this time.
Several of the numerically small schemes have added 755 in
total since the last Bulletin. There may be others but we can
only analyse those datasets which are located on the Dipterists
Forum partner page (ask Sophie and she’ll transfer your
scheme’s dataset to our page)
This is all work done by verifiers on iRecord. Considerable
numbers of records are being added to iRecord but they are not
yet passing from there to NBN Atlas where they become Open
Data.

Expedition iNat Projects
We’ve set up iNaturalist projects for our field meetings on a few
occasions previously. A prerequisite of course is that attendees
post some photographs onto iNaturalist. The projects then, as
iNaturalist themselves are at great pains to point out, are simply
a filter.
You’ll find them all listed on the journal page at
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/dipterists-forum

Recording Scheme News
Small Acalypterates Recording Scheme
A fourth project has now been added to this scheme, the
Dryomyzidae. See Newsletter #2 in this Bulletin

Darwyn Sumner, Nigel Jones & Steve Falk

Cranefly Recording Scheme
Newsletter #40 in this Bulletin

John Kramer john.kramer@btinternet.com

Agromyzidae Recording Scheme
Barry Warrington and I chatted about rearing, he writes:
My rearing method, although pretty basic, is very successful
and I must have reared at least 2k adults. What I find key for
Agromyzidae is not letting them dry out or get mouldy. Many
people just pop the leaf in a bag and expect an adult to emerge
or place the puparium in a pot, stick it in the garage over winter
and expect the adult to emerge in the spring. This very rarely
proves to be successful.
Barry then expanded on his method as follows:
During the spring/summer, leaf mines are collected and placed
into ziplock bags as this usually allows the larva to complete
feeding before the leaf wilts. The resulting puparia are then
collected (or removed from the leaf if pupariation is internal)
and placed into one of the jars with gypsum in the bottom. It is
then lightly misted every day until the adult (or wasp!) emerges.
For species that are univoltine or mines collected later in the
year, the puparia are initially put into one of the jars but are then
placed on the filter paper on the bed of gypsum and placed in
the garage, usually in November.

Jar with Gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O) & puparia

During the winter, I mist the whole tray (p4) twice a week.
These are then brought indoors on 1 March and each puparium
is transferred into a jar with gypsum in the bottom and misted
every day.Adults usually start to emerge after about three weeks.
I have great success doing this, with leaf miners, stem miners
and stem borers. I have also reared a gall-causer by taking stem
cuttings with galls present in the winter, placing the cuttings in
a plant pot with soil, leaving outside all winter then bringing
inside in March (then placing an insect bag over the gall to
collect what emerges).
Scratchpad research site at https://agromyzidae.myspecies.info/
iNaturalist images at https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/
national-agromyzidae-recording-scheme

Barry Warrington agromyzidaers@gmail.com
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Soldierfly Recording Scheme
Newsletter #9 in this Bulletin
An iNaturalist project has been set up as an aid to tracking anything
you may have contributed (Ed.)

Hoverfly Recording Scheme
Newsletter #72 in this Bulletin

David Iliff davidiliff@talk21.com

Stilt & Stalk Fly Recording Scheme
Thanks to iNaturalist users confirming some of my postings, I can’t
verify my own and it looks like I’ll have to devise a key to ensure
poor Calobata petronella gets recognised. Records there have
benefitted from identifications by Jocelyn Claude and Jere Kahanpää
who have a much better eye for tricky Psilidae than I.
There’s a UK iNat project for just the UK now at https://www.
inaturalist.org/projects/micropezids-tanypezids-uk do join it so
that you can keep an eye on stuff coming in (busy from May
onwards) and I’ve a newsletter under construction due out
hopefully before the next Bulletin, I’ll post it initially on my
Scratchpad at https://micropezids.myspecies.info/

Darwyn Sumner www.inaturalist.org/people/202372

Lesser Dung Fly Study Group
Newsletter #4 in this Bulletin
Presentation at ourAnnual Meeting, check our Youtube channel

Mark Welch m.welch@nhm.ac.uk

Oestridae Recording Scheme
Top of the pops in terms of percentage identification on
iNaturalist. Then again not to hard to achieve with only 26
records there. I’ve seen Andrew’s recording scheme
spreadsheet and there are a few hundred at best, he’s chased up
historic material so the map I did in a previous Bulletin is
informative. A super picture gallery on iNaturalist and a great
candidate for another Open Data set on NBNAtlas.

I took a few shots of
specimens that Andrew
brought back during our 2009
Swansea expedition. Now if
he gave me names and
locations for them I could
make that 28.

Darwyn Sumner

Sciomyzidae Recording Scheme
Following my summary in the recent newsletter, records have
continued to flow in. No longer much in the traditional spreadsheets
as nowadays those spreadsheets are uploaded to iRecord. There are
now 2098 records there awaiting verification, of which 576 have
images. A job for somebody but despite the popularity of the group
there’s no team checking them so that they pass to NBN Open Data,
there’s just me. If those 576 had been put on iNaturalist instead then
the whole world of expertise would have been checking them, like
the 42 records in iRecord’s iNat queue which were soon dealt with.
Reappraise your recording methodology please after taking
a look at https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/sciomyzids-uk
where the top 10 team of experts are Ian Andrews (UK), Sam
Rees (UK), Jonas Mortelmans (Netherlands), Jere Kahanpää
(Finland), Steve McWilliam (UK), Katja Schulz (USA), John
Bratton (Wales), Even Dankowicz (USA mollusc expert),
Marie Lou Legrand (France) and me, the sole iRecord verifier,
too unskilled and time-poor to look at the sorry 576.

Darwyn Sumner

Muscidae Recording Scheme
Someone is showing an interest in this, enquiries are being
made

News & views
That’s only about 1/3 of our Recording Schemes. If the others
have news and haven’t enough for a newsletter then drop a line
to the Bulletin editors and we’ll add your snippet here.
As for recording methodologies, each Recording Scheme is
perfectly at liberty to choose their own preferred system as it’s
they that are having to deal with incoming records. One system
does not necessarily suit all, for example the Hoverfly
Recording Scheme has focussed heavily on corporate media
methods and now has a Youtube video of a system they’d like
to be adopted. Some schemes are happy with desktop systems
and spreadsheets or just a simple email, others with iRecord and
yet others prefer iNaturalist (for pictures.)
Please take note of the preferred system of each one, help keep
them happy as they do an amazing job.

Other Projects
Steve Falk pre 2014
Several Recording Schemes have now worked through this
material from Steve’s folders (he bungs everything on iRecord
nowadays.) We know of Anthomyiidae, Sciomyzidae,
Micropezids & Tanypezids (Stilt & Stalk) and all the Smaller
Acalypterate Families.
A very significant collection as can be seen from the Dryomyza
anilis map in the newsletter. If other schemes wish to have a
crack at extracting theirs then the methodology and resources
are to be found in recent Bulletins. Do let us know if you make
a start.
Jon Cole
Jon was very assiduous in communicating with the various
Recording Schemes over the years and one supposes that a high
proportion of his recording work is now in the public domain.
The remainder, his notebooks and collections are now at Oxford
Museum. It is likely that further records from there will arise
through some form of standard museum accession system. If
we can identify that system we could estimate how long that
process will take to upload amy remainder as Open Data.

Verification
Shortage of verifiers is the main bottleneck to getting records
moved from the BRC silo to Open Data on NBN Atlas and the
reason for the BDI appeal in the last Bulletin. Martin and I
compiled a spreadsheet list of all the iRecord verifiers (see last
Bulletin) and the number of those haven’t increased since. I also
put together a video to show how easy the iRecord job is.
As verifier you work your way through the unverified iRecords
in your scheme and periodically Martin will transfer them to the
NBNAtlas dataset you’ve set up to receive them.
Though the expertise we have in Dipterists Forum is
considerable and many seem to enjoy having a crack at
identifying iNaturalist pictures, iRecord verification is the key
to one large Open Data door in the UK.
Do sign up and have a go at something, you needn’t be a
scheme organiser but you will need the authorisation from them
for Martin to add you. Ask me about Sciomyzidae for example
and you could double the white slice of our green doughnut (p1)
in an hour or so.

Darwyn, Jane & Martin H.
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Technology
Location reference tools

Chances are that whatever sophisticated method you might use
for looking after your own personal records (biological
recording software such as Recorder 6 or Mapmate, image
organiser such as iMatch) then at some point you’ll find a use
for a detailed record of where you were.
There are a number of online tools that can help out with
spreadsheet and other jobs related to working out the four Ws
(who, when, where & what), the following are handy for
working out things related to the “where”:

Geospatial convertersGeospatial converters
Utilities like Google Earth or iMatch are helpful for
determining or recording geospatial references but they don’t
produce OSGB grid references. They work on worldwide
Latitude and Longitude figures, ours is just one of many such
grid systems devised by each countries mapping agency
throughout the world.
There are online calculators though which will convert from
Lat/Long to our OSGB. Two favourites, both from Ordnance
Survey are as follows:

1. From lists of Lat/Longs
Batch convert tool https://gridreferencefinder.com/
batchConvert/batchConvert.php
This works nicely from two adjacent columns in a spreadsheet
(ensure that Lat is before Long) provided they are in decimal
format - you may have obtained these by copying from Google
Earth, iMatch or from your GPS files.

2. From a single Lat/Long
Grid reference finder https://gridreferencefinder.com/

Several useful functions here, you can copy the OSGB and
paste into your spreadsheet, the postcode into your SatNav or
send a friend the What3Words code. They can use that code to
find the place using the same utility above or via mobile phone.

Vice County calculatorsVice County calculators
No need to pore over a map to work this out. If you need this
for your spreadsheet list then there are two excellent online
tools that can be used:

3. From lists of grid references
Cucaera: https://www.cucaera.co.uk/grid-ref-to-vice-county/
simply prepare your list, separating each grid reference with a
comma, copy then paste it into the top box, Disconcertingly
this is only one small box but it’ll accept quite huge lists. Hit
the Go button and up pop the results:

This utility is written by Charlie Barnes of Lincolnshire ERC.
That list can now be copied and pasted back into your
spreadsheet. Note that it couldn’t resolve one of them, so it’s
off to the BSBI site:

4. From a single grid reference
BSBI (Botanical Society of Britain & Ireland) has a suite of
tools at https://database.bsbi.org/gridref.php

This is a substantial update to their previous utility. If you’ve
an interest in the botany there then that “View taxon list …”
will bring up all the recorded flora (no lower Phyla or any
fauna I’m afraid.) Lots to play with there. Though you may
find the elevation estimates useful be aware that your GPS will
have recorded it more accurately.

Photographers: The topics of Macro Flash and Focus Stacking are in
preparation for the next Bulletin. They’ll require your contribution so contact
the editor with your ideas, setups, kit and pictures as soon as you read this.
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Review
We’re always on the lookout for items of interest to review,
anyone is more than welcome to contribute. Habitats that are of
interest to us has become a bit of a theme, wet or sticky ones by
me but perhaps someone else has their own favourites.

Reports
Water
The website of Freshwater Habitats Trust is well worth a
visit. Not really somewhere you can go and have a chat though
they do use corporate media sites. Alongside their opportunities
to do some pond-based volunteering they’ve some interesting
publications; in addition to a number of research papers there’s
a terrific downloadable document on the freshwater areas in the
Breckland. Not just ponds though, ditches, springs and flushes
feature amongst their interests. I’ve got my order placed for
their CEO’s new New Naturalist book “Ponds, Pools &
Puddles” (#146) and anticipate a good wallow in February.

https://freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/

Rivers
Whatever online map you use to display the rivers in the UK
you finish up with a spidery network that’s pretty hard to
interpret. Best bet is to find an old printed gazetteer or atlas; not
easy to track one down that shows what you want (physical
geography). My favourite is J.G. Bartholemew’s “The Survey
Gazetteer of the British Isles” from 1904 with its county maps
of drunkenness, pauperism and lunacy (very much like Phil
Brighton’s VC map of Anthomyiidae) Except for a map of
lighthouses, canals and navigable rivers I drew a blank there.
Though you’ll find many travel guides and atlases in book
shops, few feature physical geography.
The World Wildlife Fund do an online map at https://www.wwf.
org.uk/uk-rivers-map which shows the condition of all our
rivers. It uses OSOpenMaps data and shows the clean ones in
blue, scroll down the side panel and you’ll read why yours is
dirty.
A good deal less spidery is the Environment Agencies
“Statutory Main River Map” at https://tinyurl.com/4jeexcvm
Compare the picture you get with this to the WWF map in the
Norfolk Broads where we held our field meeting last year and
you’ll see the EA map is more decipherable. For GIS users,
both layers are downloadable for use in QGIS, though sadly the
EA layer lacks river names.
If you’re interested in exploring online rivers still further then
take a look at https://accessmap.riveraccessforall.co.uk/ which
addresses one of the issues regarding poor access to rivers
which was raised in Nick Hayes Trespass book: Where, in the
UK, am I allowed to paddle? The map is of interest but most
useful is the list of named rivers, find the one that interests you
and the map will zoom in on it and give you a useful set of facts
(try the Bure in Norfolk.)
Quiz question: Name the major rivers of your county (Duddon,
Hodder, Ribble, Calder … erm) without using the internet.
Could you hunt diptera from a canoe? Steve Garland had a shot
at it following our field week and the Olympus Tough cameras
are totally waterproof.

Peat bogs
If you’re on the lookout for some cracking sites to visit then this
one takes you to many places that will be familiar to you if you
attended several of our Field Meetings:

Clifton Bain: The Peatlands of Britain & Ireland: A Traveller's Guide

It’s a guide so just the thing to get before you plan your 2023

field visits. No index but one big clear map facing the contents
page listing all the sites/regions.
For a more in-depth peat bog experience then the following
may be technically more enlightening

Spitzer, K., & Danks, H. V. (2006). Insect Biodiversity of Boreal Peat Bogs.
Annu. Rev. Entomol., 51, 137–161. https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev.
ento.51.110104.151036

Surprisingly I couldn’t find a New Naturalist book on this
subject

Temperate Rainforests
Are you still hunting around for examples of such things?
Following the book on this subject (see last Bulletin) Guy
Shrubsole now has an article about it in New Scientist (3rd Dec,
Britain’s lost rainforests) and it seems we have around
130,000ha. of it. Favourite places are Devon, the Lake District
and the western highlands of Scotland. I reckon I found one in
the Peak District:

Fin Wood, Monsal Dale (this place is at, or near, sites recorded as
rainforest at https://tinyurl.com/z8rvnvsh Guy Shrubsole’s public
mapping initiative)

No doubt a familiar habitat to many dipterists, the ecologists
will have taken notes but does their classification include
rainforest? If John Kramer or Martin Drake had been with me
on that trek then I’d be on my second pint in the Monsal Dale
Hotel before I saw them again.
I keep dreaming up imaginary books I’d like to read, how cool
would “Diptera of Temperate Rainforests” be? A simple list
might be something the Devon Fly Group could focus upon.
Non-imaginary books are a little easier. The following was on
Waterstone’s shelves after Christmas:
The Lost Rainforests of Britain

Shrubsole 2022
~£15 hardback

Though I’ve had little time time to review this it’s turning out
to be a cracking read so far. Story-based rather than Clifton
Bain’s book on this topic (Bulletin 94), Shrubsole recounts how
he began to recognise this important habitat, investigate it
throughout the country as a naturalist (bryology & lichenology)
and set up methods to discover its extent. Sadly no diptera in the
book but we’ve all visited such sites without recognising them
as this particular habitat. Yarner Wood for example is a
temperate rainforest and was visited by a huge team of us
during our 2011 Exeter Field Meeting, we even set up a malaise
trap there.
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Journals
BQ Quarterly
Sadly this publication has now closed down. Did any dipterist
half start an article for them? If so then the editorial team would
be glad to discuss publication.

Literature
Diptera.info has a section on Literature that’s worth perusing
from time to time.
Fly Times is also well worth keeping track of. I was
particularly intrigued by an article in the latest issue by
Vladimir Lantsov on how to collect and set craneflies without
losing legs. NADS manage to combine a newsletter and proper
published papers into the one publication. If you’ve not
downloaded all the issues of Fly Times yet then have a go at
http://www.nadsdiptera.org/News/FlyTimes/Flyhome.htm Find
out what Adrian Plant is getting up to in Thailand nowadays.
Published papers:
Life-history strategies

Verberk, W. C. E. P., Siepel, H., & Esselink, H. (2008). Life-history strategies
in freshwater macroinvertebrates. Freshwater Biology, (53), 1722–1738
https://tinyurl.com/2p86skd2

Another gem, this should be read and referenced before you
write (or read) anything about diptera ecology or life-histories.
It’s a real eye-opener.
“Species traits and environmental conditions are connected
through life-history strategies, with different strategies
representing different solutions to particular ecological
problems”
Verberk’s examples are, of course, all aquatic (Institute for
Wetland and Water Research in the Netherlands) but there’s
stuff in this paper about diapause, synchronisation of
emergence, dispersal and evolutionary development that could
be extended across the whole range of habitat types (and flies.)
A great starting point for some enterprising diptera ecologist to
explore the world and a very useful perspective for us to view
it whilst on our expeditions.
Diapause

Denlinger, L. (2022). Diapause among the flesh flies (Diptera:
Sarcophagidae). European Journal of Entomology, 119, 170–182. https://doi.
org/10.14411/eje.2022.019

If you have an interest in life-histories in diptera then this is
well worth a read. The Sarcophagidae are very different to the
example used on page 4, these diapause in the pupal stage.
Intriguing because some of them don’t diapause at all and
surely the development of diapause tricks to withstand colder
conditions during the pre-Oligocene eras were just as important
as morphological tricks in allowing species to exploit new
regions as the climate cooled.
After reading this take a look at Stuart Ball’s Sciomyzidae key
with details of their crazy diapause strategies.
Tree of Life: Acalypterates

Jackson, M. D., Marshall, S. A., & Skevington, J. H. (2019). Placement of
Micropezinae (Micropezidae) on the Diptera Tree of Life: a Molecular
Phylogenetic Approach (Guelph). Retrieved from https://atrium.lib.uoguelph.
ca/xmlui/handle/10214/15240

Don’t be misled by the title, this contains over 60 pages of
“preferred maximum likelihood phylogeny” figures depicting,
well, the closest that method comes to a tree of life. To establish
the position of the Nerioidea Morgan Jackson analysed a huge
number of related taxa. His supervisor was the guy who wrote
the book on Diptera. An amazing read on fly evolution too.

Books
I’m still on the hunt for books to augment a growing library on
a range of topics. Maybe you’ve found one and can give us a
brief review. Diptera are an obvious first choice with my focus
currently being on larval stages. Habitats & conservation
another area, checking the reviews and offers in British Wildlife
regularly. Real prizes for me are in the following subject:

Biogeography
Had University courses in Biogeography been available back in
the 80s I’d have made a bee-line for that subject. Nowadays
you’ll find them at Manchester, Leeds etc.; at a guess they’ll be
using Huggett as their course book. Ideally though USA would
have been the place to study, chances are that you’d have had
the opportunity to be lectured by E.O.Wilson or more recently
by the authors of this book.
Following my delight at Mark Lomolino’s Biogeography: A
very short introduction which I reviewed in the last Bulletin I
began looking for the prize tome in this subject area by the same
author. Disheartened at the £159 price of the new book I kept
looking and a second-hand one turned up - I got the last cheaper
one at the time but you might get lucky.
Biogeography (5th edition)

Mark V. Lomolino, Brett R. Riddle, Robert J. Whittaker (2016)
£53 (hardback) second hand
Oxford University Press (www.oup.com/uk/vsi)

This really is a good read. A
few score pages in and I’ve run
out of bookmarks and half-read
novels lie neglected around the
house. Worth every penny,
there are frequent revelations
and tons of interest.
Unsurprising since effectively
what I’m doing is studying the
best part of an entire
University course as presented
by the top experts in the field.
Since it’s a course book, it’s
divided into study units as
follows:

1. Introduction
2. The Geographic & Ecological Foundations of Biogeography
3. Biogeographic processes & Earth history
4. Evolutionary History of Lineages & Biotas
5. Ecological Biogeography
6. Conservation and the frontiers of Biogeography

Within those units are chapters on topics in which readers may
be more familiar. These include some nice accounts of historic
explorers, early maps and theories, a set of chapters on
biogeography processes and Earth history, three chapters on
evolutionary history of lineages and biotas, and chapters that
address the fundamentals of ecological biogeography. It
concludes with two chapters on conservation biogeography, the
geography of humanity, and future frontiers of the discipline.
All fabulously illustrated throughout.
You could pick your way through via the topics that interest you
most, such as Island Biogeography, Speciation, Continental
Drift or Geologic Timescales but I’m making my way slowly
through the whole book first. How nice to sit in the sun gaining
revelations and pondering the significance of each topic in
respect of Diptera ecology & evolution etc.. Raises the
“advancement of distribution” and other Dipterists Forum
objectives to a whole new contextual level.

Darwyn Sumner
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Biodiversity
The Insect Crisis: The Fall of the Tiny
Empires that Run the World

Oliver Milman (2022)
£11.38 (hardback)

Broadly speaking this covers
the same subject area as Dave
Goulson’s Silent Earth
(Bulletin 92.) Both good
writers of course, Milman’s
approach is more journalistic
in style and thus picks up on
more popular areas of the
media. For example bees
feature strongly in this book.
Milman ties the crisis nicely
to current political ineptitude,
ignorance and indolence and
thence to the unravelling of
ecosystems which will seal
the fate of mankind.

Darwyn Sumner

Diptera: Soldierflies
Review – a new field guide for soldierflies
and allies

Zeegers, T., and Schulten, A. 2022. Field guide to flies with three pulvilli –
Families of Homeodactyla of Northwest Europe. Stichting
Jeugdbondsuitgeverĳ, Graveland. ISBN: 9789051070682. Translation: van
Wouwen, N. 256 pages.

Review by Martin Harvey
What are flies with three
pulvilli? “Pulvilli” are the
pad-like structures that can be
seen under the claws of many
flies, at the end of the tarsi.
Most flies have two pulvilli,
but a set of related families
within the soldierflies and
allies are distinctive in having
three pulvilli, and in recent
taxonomy have been given the
name Homeodactyla. So this
book is a splendid new field
guide to most, but not all, of
the soldierflies and allies. See
the table below for a more

detailed list of which groups are included.
The field guide consists largely of keys and species accounts,
both very well-illustrated, the former with clear graphics to
show the distinguishing features at each step of the key, and the
latter with high-quality photos of the species, usually showing
both males and females.
The UK recording scheme for soldierflies and allies covers 11
families, of which seven are included in this field guide, the
exceptions being Asilidae (robberflies), Bombyliidae (bee-
flies), Scenopinidae (window-flies) and Therevidae (stiletto-
flies). The book also has one species in a family that is not
found in the UK, the Coenomyiidae (Odour-flies). Within the
seven UK families covered, all the currently listed UK species
are included in the book, with the exception of one horsefly:

There is a long history of confusion over the naming of species in the
‘bimaculata group’ within genus Hybomitra. Theo Zeegers regards the
UK concept of Hybomitra solstitialis (Scarce Forest Horsefly) as a
variety of Hybomitra bimaculata, and also proposes that the UK
concept of Hybomitra ciureai (Levels Yellow-horned Horsefly) should
be synonymised with H. solstitialis (Meigen 1820) nec Lyneborg
(1959) (Zeegers, Th. 2018. A new synonymy in the horsefly genus
Hybomitra (Diptera: Tabanidae). Nederlandse Faunistische
Mededelingen 50: 89–92. However, these proposals do not align with
the experience of dipterists who are familiar with the species in the
UK, and further work including DNA analysis is likely to be needed to
fully resolve this issue. Anyone using the new field guide to key out
these two Hybomitra species should be aware of the possibility that
UK specimens may not fully match the key, and that voucher
specimens should be retained where possible.
That complication aside, the new field guide is a very welcome
addition to the resources available for soldierflies and allies in
the UK. The keys are very clearly laid out, and in a number of
cases pick up on useful identification features that are not
mentioned in other UK sources, using characters that can be
seen in the field or in close-up photos as far as possible, while
not underestimating the challenges posed by the trickier
species. The inclusion of about 37 non-UK species needs to be
born in mind when using the keys, but the text makes it clear
which are known from the UK. And there is always the exciting
possibility that the field guide could lead to the discovery of
further species that are present but overlooked in the UK.
At the time of writing, the book is on sale in the UK at £14.99
(see p21), which is exceptionally good value for such a high
quality publication. The publishers are Jeugdbondsuitgeverĳ,
who describe themselves as a group of young nature
enthusiasts, mostly entomologists, who work on the
publications as volunteers. Thanks to the generosity of
publishers, authors and photographers in donating expertise and
images for the book the price has been kept low, in the hope of
encouraging as many people as possible to take an interest in
these flies. From my perspective as UK recording scheme
organiser this is a highly commendable approach!
I would thoroughly recommend this book to anyone who has an
interest in soldierflies and allies. It works well as a stand-alone
field guide for UK use, and complements the well-known
Stubbs and Drake British Soldierflies book really well. Thanks
to Theo Zeegers & André Schulten, and translator Nick van
Wouwen, for making it so accessible to English speakers.

Family Coverage
in book UK species

Acroceridae -
Hunchback-flies 7 species all 4 are included
Athericidae -
Water-snipeflies 3 species all 3 are included
Coenomyiidae -
Odour-flies 1 species not in UK
Rhagionidae -
Snipeflies 25 species all 15 are included
Stratiomyidae -
Soldierflies 62 species all 49 are included
Tabanidae -
Horseflies

57 species 29 of the 30 currently
recognised UK species are
included; the species we call
“Hybomitra ciureai” in the UK
checklist is treated in the book
as a synonym of H. solstitialis
(Meigen 1820) nec Lyneborg
(1959); the species we call
“Hybomitra solstitialis” in the
UK checklist is not recognised in
the book, and is treated as a
variety of H. bimaculata.

Xylomyidae -
Wood-soldierflies 3 species all 3 are included
Xylophagidae -
Awl-flies 4 species all 3 are included



Members
Membership Matters
By mid-Dec 2022 we had 494 paid-up members and 416
subscribing to the Dipterists Digest. We have received new
subscriptions from 50 people. The large increase since the
Spring Bulletin is partly down to late subscribers paying as a
result of sending out reminder notices. This is a time-consuming
process however and we urge all members to pay their subs in
the January-March period each year so that we can plan print
runs of our journals. We send early in the year publications to all
members who had subscribed the previous year as there are so
many late subscribers. I am happy to answer any email queries
about subscriptions if you are not sure you have paid.
Regrettably, we will have to increase subscriptions from 2024 as
printing and postage costs now exceed our basic subscriptions.
We are very grateful to the Biodiversity Records Centre for their
continued handling of postage of our bulk mailing of the
Bulletin at no cost to us but we do cover the cost of postage for
late paying and new members. To offset some of the increased
costs we will be offering the Bulletin in pdf form only at no
increased charge from our current rates in the UK. We will also
be bringing the overseas pdf Bulletin charge in line with the UK
as there is no additional cost to Dipterists Forum. At present we
have decided to keep the Dipterists Digest as a print-only
publication. This is a peer-reviewed scientific journal containing
papers on all matters Diptera in Europe. It also contains
additions and changes to the UK and Ireland checklists, news of
new species and often valuable identification features.
All subscriptions, changes of address and membership queries should
be directed to John Showers at:

103, Desborough Road,
Rothwell,
KETTERING,
Northants,
NN14 6JQ
Tel.: 01536 710831
E-mail: showersjohn@gmail.com

Dipterists Forum Subscription Rates 2023/4
Regrettably, we have had to increase our subscription rates
from the 2024. subscription year This is necessary to cover
increased printing and posting charges. The last rate increase
was in 2014. We recognise at a time of high inflation that
members do not need another price increase and we have
decided that we will offer pdf files for the Bulletin at the current
rate. The rates for 2023 will remain unchanged.
Members and Subscribers are reminded that subscriptions are due on
1st January each year. Our new rates will be:

2024 2023
UK rates:

Membership + hardcopy Bulletin
£12 pa £ 8

Membership + pdf Bulletin
£8 pa n/a

Membership + hardcopy Bulletin and Dipterists Digest
£26 pa £20

Membership + pdf Bulletin + hardcopy Dipterists Digest
£22 pa n/a

Overseas rates
Membership + hardcopy Bulletin

£18 pa £14
Membership + pdf Bulletin

£8 pa n/a
Membership + hardcopy Bulletin and Dipterists Digest

£30 pa £25
Membership + pdf Bulletin + hardcopy Dipterists Digest

£26 pa n/a
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New, Secondhand and Antiquarian Books on Entomology  
and other natural history

Browse our entire stock online, or visit our bookshop in Iver, located close to the M25 / M4 west of 
London, and a two-minute walk from Iver Station on the Elizabeth Line. 

www.pemberleybooks.com

Pemberley Natural History Books  18 Bathurst Walk, Iver, SL0 9AZ  
 01753 631114  orders@pemberleybooks.com



At present we are not offering the Dipterists Digest in pdf format
At a glance - (Ed.)

Subscribers who opt for pdf versions of the Bulletin will be able to download
their copy from dipterists.org.uk when it becomes available. (approximately
mid-February and mid-September) Pdf files will not be emailed to
subscribers but a notice of publication will be placed on the website
Members who pay by standing order will have to amend their bank
instructions to pay the new rate for 2024. If you do not wish to change your
bank instructions via online banking, a pdf file of instructions can be
downloaded from the website. Please sign it and send directly to your bank.

BANKERS ORDER PAYMENTS
You can set up a banker's order or bank transfer to pay the
subscription via online banking using the following details:

Dipterists Forum
NatWest Bank
Sort code 60-60-08
Account no. 48054615

Please add your name to the payment reference or we will
not know from whom the payment was made.
International payments should use:

IBAN: GB56NWBK60600848054615
SWIFT: NWBKGB2L

Alternatively you can send your bank the banker's order mandate form,
which can be found on the DF website. This form explicitly states that
it cancels previous payments to Dipterists Forum.
OTHER PAYMENT METHODS
Cheques should be made payable to:
"Dipterists Forum" and sent to the address above.

John Showers

Membership benefits
All clubs have some costs, cast your eye over our last financial
statement for details where you’ll see what they are and how your
subscription covers them. The kindness of others also means we’ve
some income to augment those costs. Businesses, charities and
community interest companies incur costs, we minimise these by
being a club - no paid employees, just volunteers.
The main benefit you receive as a member of Dipterists Forum is the
latest newsletter (this Bulletin) which tells you about everything we
are currently doing i.e. all the other benefits (older Bulletins are
available to anybody - Open Access)
To keep your costs down we are currently offerring a “torn and
soggy” discount on the Bulletin (that’s howAdrian Plant gets his copy
in Thailand), you can save us an envelope, BRC a stamp and you £4 by
specifying pdf only for your Bulletin.
Subscribers who opt for pdf versions of the Bulletin will be able to download
their copy from dipterists.org.uk when each issue becomes available.
We can’t say exactly when that will be, Jane observes “electronic
versions should be available on the members-only area of the website
in mid-February and mid-September and that members should check
the website around then”. We are also currently working to ensure that
the News section on the opening page of our website advertises its
availability promptly.

Ed

Membership inc. Bulletin Dipterists Digest 2022 2023 2024
UK Hardcopy No £8 £8 £12

pdf No N/A N/A £8
Hardcopy Yes £20 £20 £26
pdf Yes N/A N/A £22

Overseas Hardcopy No £14 £14 £18
pdf No N/A N/A £8
Hardcopy Yes £25 £25 £30
pdf Yes N/A N/A £26

Pdf files will not be emailed to subscribers

Fly zone
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https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/dipterists-forum
additional iNaturalistUK initiatives are summarised at
as set up for our expeditions or simply to our Flickr group. Our 
as records to the sites preferred by each Recording Scheme or 
Photographers may participate by uploading their images either 
Photographs
see recent Bulletins, the iNaturalist site below or our website.
initiatives and newsletters. For more recent Recording Schemes 
pdf so that you can follow all their links to websites, recording 
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Bursaries
The Dipterists Forum holds an annual weekend course at the
Preston Montford field studies centre near Shrewsbury. These
courses cover selected families of flies in detail, and the 2023
course is expected to be about fungus gnats (Mycetophilidae).
It will be held during February (10th to 12th).
The Forum also has annual residential summer field meetings
lasting for one week. These take place at various venues around
the country, and the 2023 meeting is expected to be based in
Swansea, giving access to many sites in south Wales including
the Gower peninsula. This meeting will be held in July.
Attendees spend their days in the field collecting and observing
flies, and evenings in a laboratory where they can identify their
catches alongside other dipterists. Beginners are made very
welcome and can gain valuable knowledge from more
experienced members.
We offer a small number of bursaries for each of these events,
awarded on a competitive basis. Bursaries for the Preston
Montford course cover half the total cost of the course,
including full-board accommodation for the two nights. Details
of accommodation, meals etc. for the summer meeting are yet
to be determined, but again the bursary will cover half the cost
of the whole week. If you would like to apply for a bursary for
either (or both) of these events please send your application by
e-mail to me, Howard Bentley, jhowardbentley@gmail.com.
Your application should say what you hope to gain from
attending, how you would expect to contribute to the Forum’s
aims of the study, recording and conservation of Diptera, and
why you would benefit from financial assistance. If you are
currently involved in a research programme please include brief
details. We will be looking for evidence of enthusiasm and
interest in flies. Preference may be given to those who have not
received a bursary previously, but applications from previous
recipients are welcome. Applications should not exceed 300
words. Successful applicants will be expected to write a short
account of their experience for publication in the Forum’s
Bulletin.
Applicants must be members of the Dipterists Forum at the time
of their application. The closing dates for applications are
Friday, 18th November 2022 for the Preston Montford course
and Friday, 17th February for the summer field meeting.

Howard Bentley

Meetings
Reports
Regional Groups
Northants Diptera GroupNorthants Diptera Group
Following the last report in theAutumn Bulletin, I received a note
from Martin Drake querying my record of Dolichopus signifer as
this species is almost entirely confined to coastal sites. I double
checked the specimen using the key I had originally used – one to
Dolichopus males with yellow femora and pale lower postocular
cilia – and it came out again to this species. I then double checked
it against Fonseca’s handbook and it keyed out to D. griseipennis.
Clearly there is an error in the former key, which Martin and I will
try to resolve.
A few more field meetings were held with no real surprises found.
We have agreed that in 2023 we will hold a couple of joint
meetings with the Bedfordshire Invertebrate Group to enable
some exchange of skills and to cover a couple of large sites. One
site is a proposed new nature reserve on abandoned farmland in
Bedfordshire, but close to the Northants border, and the other will
be part of Yardley Chase in Northants. A winter workshop for the
Northants Group will be held to help with identification issues.
During the Spring and Summer a number of flight interception
traps were set in Yardley Chase. These were sited in ancient trees
in order to catch saproxylic species, especially beetles. However
there was a reasonable by-catch of Diptera and I am currently
working through these. Interesting species found so far are the
saproxylic hoverflies Brachyopa bicolor and Volucella inflata, the
conopidMyopa pellucida (=extricata) and the Rhagionid Ptiolina
obscura. The conopid is a county first and the Brachyopa and
Ptiolina are only the second records for the county.

John Showers

Summer Field Meeting 2022Summer Field Meeting 2022
East Anglia
2nd to 9th July 2022
The main iRecord Activity has achieved ~3.5k records and the
112 iNaturalistUK records are now 50% confirmed.

Records deadline is
the end of March
2023 with NBN
Atlas upload as Open
Data then scheduled
to occur in time for
the Autumn Bulletin
when a full report
will be issued.
Same deadline for
our earlier Spring
meeting (Oxford
Fens)

Darwyn & Jane
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Dipterists Forum stand at the AES show in October. Chris Raper demonstrating



Devon Fly GroupDevon Fly Group
The Devon Fly Group started the year with our eagerly anticipated
indoor meeting at Woodah Farm near Doddiscombsleigh thanks to the
kindness of the Devon Wildlife Trust. A healthy number turned up to
listen to a range of discussions on techniques, fieldwork, gadgets,
photographs and a few specialist talks. The talks covered species found
in Arum flowers, Leucophora sponsa (Anthomyiidae) at a riverbank
bee colony andcranefly genitalia involving a large cardboard cut out to
demonstrate the moving parts! Prior to discussing venues for the year
ahead, the annual Fly Bingo was held using photos of interesting
species from the past year with prizes handed out including the usual
squashed fly biscuits (Garibaldi).
The first field meeting of the year was deep down in South Devon at
Warfleet at the mouth of the River Dart in April. Geoff Foale knows
this place well and led us on a route out to Compass Cove via Gallants
Bower before returning via the coastal path to visit Sugary Cove Beach
after the tide had receded. This took us through bluebell-filled coastal
woodlands, an old English Civil War fort, coastal pasture and a small
wrack-rich beach below cliffs. An ice cream from the café by
Dartmouth Castle rounded things off perfectly. Despite the season
being in its infancy, we recorded an impressive 114 species of Diptera,
along with other orders! Naturally, the many Bombylius major were a
pleasure to see. Interest in smaller flies by a couple of members
produced five species of Psychodidae, Pericoma nubila, P. trivialis,
Psychoda albipennis, P. phalaenoides and Tonnoiriella pulchra along
with eleven species of Sphaeroceridae such as Thoracochaeta
johnsoni and T. zosterae from the beach.

Our May meeting was at Great Torrington Commons in northern
Devon.

These commons encircle the town, the River Torridge to one side
bordered by mature native woodland and flower-rich meadows. This is
good fly hunting country made all the better by having an excellent
café, the Puffing Billy, where we started and ended our day. Amongst
our catch were two interesting scathophagids, Conisternum decipiens
and Spaziphora hydromyzina, the latter just downstream from a
sewage outfall – the fly is often associated with sewage beds. Also,
along the river edge we swept several Atherix ibis, always a pleasing
fly to encounter. The fern-rich woodlands produced the anthomyiid
Chirosia histricina for which there are few records in Devon, whilst we
found the tachinid Policheta unicolor in the meadows. The status of
this fly needs revising from Vulnerable since we are finding it quite
frequently in the county.
Two meetings were held in June, one at Killerton near Exeter and the
other on the South Hooe peninsula near Plymouth. Some farmland at
Killerton is being transformed away from intensive farming to more
wildlife friendly uses including flood management. The project is only
a year or so old, our visit was designed to get an idea of what was there
at the start with the intention of returning a few times over the years.
The route we decided upon after checking the maps was through the
lowland fields alongside the River Culm from Ellerhayes Bridge to
Columbjohn Church where we paused for lunch before returning the
other side of the river through more fields, a plantation and the
aforementioned scrapes which were dry unfortunately. After everyone
had identified their samples, we had recorded no less than two hundred

and thirteen species of fly! The ones worth a mention were Ptiolina
obscura (Rhagionidae), Argyra atriceps (Dolichopodidae),
Gymnopternus celer (Dolichopodidae), Hoplolabis areolata
(Limoniidae) and Palloptera trimacula (Pallopteridae).
The South Hooe peninsula is a piece of saltmarsh and pasture protected
by a raised seawall jutting out into the River Tamar with Cornwall on
the opposite bank. Work is underway to breach the seawall and restore
the pasture to tidal saltmarsh. A good number of us turned up and
unintentionally broke into two groups, with one taking the seawall
route to explore saltmarsh and tidal reedbeds whilst the other
investigated the pasture. When the two met up again for lunch,
wildflower meadows, grassland and young mixed woodland were the
habitats taken in on the way back to our starting point. Altogether, our
efforts resulted in a hundred and eighty-three species of Diptera being
recorded. There was a wide range of species any dipterist would be
glad to see or discover and the pick of the bunch were Ceroxys urticae
(Uliidae), Platycheirus immarginatus (Syrphidae), Fannia vesparia
(Fanniidae), Sapromyza albiceps (Lauxaniidae), Psilopa leucostoma
(Ephydridae), Hilara platyura (Empididae), Dolichopus strigipes,
Thinophilus ruficornis, Argyra vestita, Hercostomus chetifer and H.
nanus (Dolichopodidae). The cherry on the cake was a single female
Ectophasia crassipennis casually swept at the end of the day by Rob
Wolton. This tachinid has been spreading across the South Devon
coast very rapidly in the last few years since being first found in East
Devon.

Home Farm Marsh

The warm weather had turned into a full-blown heatwave by the time
of our first July field meeting at Home Farm Marsh on the banks of the
Taw Estuary just west of Barnstaple. Steve Skirth from The Gaia Trust
met us to guide us around the reserve as well as to learn something
from us. It was an enjoyable meeting taking in coastal grazing pasture,
scrapes, narrow saltmarsh edges, ditches (dry), a grassy seawall and a
small pocket of woodland. The group did just get as far as the end of
the reserve but the heat had become too much to bear forcing us to call
it a day early. A couple of us did however have a quick sweep about a
piece of the adjacent Isley Marsh, an RSPB reserve, before leaving.
The combined total recorded by us came to two hundred and twenty-
three species! As always, it would be too much to list all the goodies
so sticking to flies with interesting status designations, there were
Dolichopus virgultorum, D. strigipes, Sciapus laetus, S. longulus,
Thrypticus nigricauda & Aphrosylus mitis (Dolichopodidae),
Villeneuvia aestuum (Muscidae), Sapromyza albiceps (Lauxaniidae),
Pherbellia dorsata, Tetanocera punctifrons (Sciomyzidae),
Haematopota subcylindrica, Tabanus sudeticus (Tabanidae), Herina
palustris (Ulidiidae), and Dasydorylas horridus (Pipunculidae).
A second July meeting was hastily arranged on a midweek day for the
Grand Western Canal at Halberton. This canal is an impressive
example of engineering in that it runs for just over eleven miles
without any locks at all. It was intended to join up with the Taunton &
Bridgwater Canal but the advent of trains put paid to that (thankfully).
The towpath bank is mainly rich mixed aquatic vegetation whilst the
far bank is often dominated by mature trees. Just four of us turned up
which worked well as it was a very linear route along the Swan’s Neck
Circuit. Gaps are cut out at regular intervals in the towpath vegetation
for anglers and these were swept alternatively in turns by two of us to
minimise coverage of the same ground. Cool ice creams/lollies at the
Halberton farm shop near the end of the walk were really appreciated
as the heat was intense. A short dally along a cool shaded section of the
canal boosted the catch before we called it a day, early again. Between
two members there were three hundred records of Diptera with very
little duplication as this involved 158 species! I think this shows how
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good a continuous ribbon of half-decent habitat can be despite running
through bleak farmland for most of it. Highlights from the records
generated were Microphor anomalus (Dolichopodidae),
Pseudolyciella stylata (Lauxaniidae), Camarota curvipennis
(Chloropidae), Leptopeza flavipes, Platypalpus flavicornis, P. niger
(Hybotidae), Homoneura mediospinosa (Lauxaniidae) and
Heleodromia immaculata (Brachystomatidae).
The heatwave and drought continued fiercely into August but we had
two fascinating field meetings, at Coombeshead and Meeth Quarry.
Coombeshead is a large-scale rewilding project near
Broadwoodwidger in West Devon. The well-known author and
reintroduction expert Derek Gow owns this farm and decided to
change his intensive farming practice into a wildlife friendlier
direction. During our visit we came across an assortment of unusual
farm animals such as Water Buffalo as well as breeding pens for White
Storks and Wildcats for reintroduction projects. An initial pond had
been dug out below a seepage and beavers introduced. These have
created a lush habitat of dams, channels, grassy tussocks, muddy
ground and small pools running downhill through a young woodland
strip to a stream. The impact of the beavers did not stop here but
carried on downstream and on to neighbouring land. With the heat
drying out grassland and wildflower meadows, the contrast provided
by the damp habitat engineered by the beavers was stark.As of late, the
heat forced us to call it a day early but we have promised a return visit
at an earlier time next year or so. Sampling a large pony dung deposit
under the cool shade of some trees produced fifteen species of
Sphaeroceridae including Borborillus uncinatus. Richard Lane’s
interest in the tiny stuff turned up six species of Psychodidae and the
same number of Ceratopogonidae! Out of the Dolichopodidae
recorded the highlights were Diaphorus oculatus, Dolichopus
phaeopus, D. vitripennis, Syntormon submonilis and Teuchophorus
spinigerellus. A hybotid we don’t hear about very often was Drapetis
ephippiata. Two species of Pallopteridae were found including
Palloptera trimacula and P. umbellatarum. Sarcophagidae were
represented by six species with two being Brachicoma devia and
Nyctia halterata. No less than twenty-seven species of Syrphidae were
clocked with Trichopsomyia flavitarsis being the only one worthy of a
mention. I am sure we would have got far more good stuff in cooler
conditions.

Meeth Quarry is a former opencast ball clay quarry handed over
to the Devon Wildlife Trust to be managed as a wildlife reserve.

The pits have since filled up to become lakes and trees have been
allowed to grow back to create a wonderful spot. With the site being so
large, we decided to split up to ensure we covered the place well before
meeting up again for lunch at a designated picnic spot next to a totem
pole! Habitats covered varied from heathland, young woodland, lake
edges, marshy woodland rides, pony dung deposits and a stream plus
more. Our efforts resulted in valuable records of 218 species from
forty-two families of Diptera along with other orders. The best
represented families in terms of species recorded in ascending order
were Ephydridae (13 species), Sciomyzidae (13 species), Muscidae
(15 species), Sphaeroceridae (19 species), Dolichopodidae (25
species) and Syrphidae (33 species). You should notice the surprise
there. A large carpet of pony dung deposits under the shade of a few
trees as well as a hand vacuum (plus sweep netting) was responsible
for the nineteen species of lesser dungfly! These included a single male

Philocoprella quadrispina and a few Lotobia pallidiventris (both
classed as Data Deficient), previously with no records in our database.
The thirteen species of Sciomyzidae was also impressive with the
gems being Ilione lineata, Pherbellia dorsata and Sepedon spinipes.
In 2021 we enjoyed a visit to Whiterocks Down & Molland Common
on the Devon parts of Exmoor enough to return in 2022 albeit a bit
later in the year in the hope of adding seasonally different species to
the dataset. Once again, it did not disappoint as we recorded a fine
range of flies. The hot weather and drought had dried up the place
somewhat so even the river (Dane’s Brook) at the bottom of the steep-
sided woodland valley (Whiterocks) did not offer up the craneflies and
fungus gnats galore we anticipated. However, the combination of the
grasslands, wooded valley, river as well as the wet and dry moorland
habitats saw us record 125 species of Diptera which is pretty good
considering the talk of hosepipe bans! There was an element of autumn
coming into the fly records with four species of Heleomyzidae, Suillia
affinis, S. bicolor, S. notata and S. humilis along with twenty-three
species of ‘cranefly’ with the one worth a mention being Dicranota
exclusa. The star find of the day though was a small Lauxaniid,
Pseudolyciella pallidiventris fromWhiterocks Down, this fly having a
Red Data Book designation.
Two field meetings were held in October with the first being an
afternoon session at the strangely named Prickly Pear Wood near
Ottery St Mary. This was a small dry woodland site with no running
water (and no cacti) so it was surprising to see plenty of fungi all over
the site despite being slow to show elsewhere in Devon. Five of us
turned up including one new member. Just fifty-four species of Diptera
were logged under less-than-ideal weather. In fact, the sun came out in
force when we were leaving.
The final field meeting of our year was at Andrew’s Wood near
Loddiswell in the South Hams. There were several rain showers
through the day which made for soggy sweep nets whilst we ventured
through pasture, heathland, woodland, streams and a dried-up
overgrown pond. A few weeks before, Hornet Robberflies had still
been around in numbers but not today with just a single female found
by Richard Lane. There was still a good selection of flies on offer in
between the showers with our efforts culminating in 136 species of
Diptera of forty families. The ones worthy of a mention were Chirosia
betuleti (Anthomyiidae), Rhaphium albomaculatum
(Dolichopodidae), Scatella lutosa (Ephydridae), Erioconopa diuturna
(Limoniidae), Boreoclytocerus ocellaris & Threticus lucifugus
(Psychodidae), Conisternum decipiens (Scathophagidae) and
Alloborborus pallifrons (Sphaeroceridae).

Andrews Wood, October

Next August, it will be ten years since the Devon Fly Group was
formed, at the Woodland Centre in Yarner Wood, so something special
is on our minds to celebrate that landmark. As always, anyone is
welcome to join the group simply by way of signing up to our
newsgroup. If you are on holiday or whatever in Devon you are most
welcome to join one of our field meetings too.

Andrew Cunningham



Barcelonnette, France
5-9 September 2022

When I started my research
work on hoverflies, more than
a few years ago, I cannot
remember knowing anybody
else who thought hoverflies a
subject worth study. So it is a
delight now to attend the
regular conference that brings
together so many enthusiasts
from different countries.
The 11th International
Symposium on Syrphidae took
place in a very pleasant

conference centre in the French Alps in September 2022.
Intended to be a biennial meeting, the 11th symposium was
delayed a year by the pandemic.
The meeting was organised by Gabriel Neve and his team at
IMBE (Mediterranean Institute of Biodiversity and Ecology)
with support from the Aix-Marseille University in Marseille.
However, owing to the difficulty of booking university
facilities, the symposium was held at the Seolane Centre in
Barcelonnette.
For some this meant catching the early Eurostar to Paris, a swift
connection to the TGV for Marseille, and then meeting up there
with those of us who had already boarded the coach for a 3 hour
trip up into the Alps.
The symposium continues to attract researchers from all over
the globe, with visitors from Colombia, Brazil, South Africa,
Canada and Australia, although the majority were European,
and this time several speakers were from the UK. Roger Morris
and Stuart Ball made several contributions on the day that dealt
with monitoring, conservation and phenology. Several lines of

evidence show how recording schemes can provide the details
of where the distributions of some syrphids are now drifting in
line with climate change.
However, we had other reminders that science does not exist in
an ivory tower. The plenary talk to open the symposium was

cancelled because the French government would not grant a
visa to Babak Gharali from Iran. And the most poignant session
was when the paper on a checklist of the Syrphidae of Ukraine
was delivered in a video sent to us by Grigory Popov from
Kyiv.
A total of 85 names were listed in the programme, which also
listed 31 posters on display. One or two regulars were missing
for other reasons, but the teams in Novi Sad (Serbia) and
Alicante (Spain) continue to send large contingents, and an
increasing number came from the Czech Republic, who were
persuaded to host the 2024 symposium.
The sessions were divided into topics. Much of the first day was
on phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy, often including DNA
sequence research. Day 2 was for monitoring and conservation,
with faunistics and biogeography on Day 3. Ecological papers
were sprinkled throughout.
The final day was a coach trip up to the Mercantour National
Park on the Italian border. In fact, many of us stepped into Italy
to buy a coffee! Hoverflies were not present in great abundance,
but the scenery made up for any entomological
disappointments. On arrival some of the local marmots came
out of their burrows to inspect us.
In fact the best spot we found for entomology was at the front
of the Seolane Centre where rather neglected flower beds had
some interesting hymenoptera. Paper wasps (probably Polistes
dominula) were always around and large black Xylocopa were
striking visitors
Some of the most surprising research was on insect migration
and particularly the migration of syrphids through mountain
passes. The idea that female Episyrphus balteatus may fly
through the Pyrenees, while using the sun for navigation, was
remarkable.
Will Hawkes (Exeter) presented results for Autumn migrations
in 2018-21 through the Puerto de Bujaruelo mountain pass,
where David and Elizabeth Lack had come to watch bird

migration in the 1950s but then saw migrating insects as well.
Hoverflies make up a large percentage of the many millions of
insects estimated to travel through the pass each autumn.
Results from the Czech Republic were presented by Antonin
Hlavacek (Prague) and an overview of this little understood
topic came from Myles Menz (now at James Cook University
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in Australia). It was not clear whether we should predict
migrants to be mostly males or mostly females, or in equal
numbers. Where estimates of migrant numbers are available
from earlier studies, as in the SwissAlps, numbers now seem to
be lower than in the earliest records.
At the moment, all minds should be focussed on what recording
data indicate about climate change. There are little things,
evidence that UK species such as Leucozona glaucia are being
recorded more in the north and less often in the south,
suggesting a range shift. Epistrophe eligans seems to be
emerging 3 weeks earlier than in 1980. However, for endemic
species of the Paramos (tropical alpine) ecosystems described
by Augusto Montoya (Antioquia, Colombia) a range shift
upwards driven by a warming climate eventually can only lead
to absence of habitat (literally so!) and extinction.
My own contribution on two species in my favourite genus of
Eristalis was an unexpected outcome of the pandemic. Forced
to spend lockdown at home, and given several weeks of fine
weather to watch insects in my own garden, I collected many
hours of observations on the behaviours of Eristalis
tenax and E. pertinax, which solved some of the issues that
puzzled me when I did my Ph.D. several years ago.
As a student I had just got up too late to discover what male E.
tenax were doing. They become active early and searched for
females as soon as direct summer sunshine reached my garden,
but switched to foraging in the afternoon. My conclusion about
E. pertinaxmales was that most statements about their hovering
can be refuted by patient observation.
Many thanks to Gabriel Neve, whose role was made even more
demanding by the pandemic. The successful outcome was a
tribute to the determination of the organising team. We were
greatly in debt to Camille Ruel at IMBE, who had to deal with
our bookings via a website that crashed at the slightest problem.
The 2024 symposium is to be held in the Czech Republic, and
we wish the organisers well in delivering another outstanding
event. British enthusiasts should remember that not only are all
presentations in English, but most discussion in the breaks is
also in English. I will post details in the Hoverfly newsletter
when available.

Jon Heal

Annual Meeting
19th November 2022

The Natural History Museum

Zoe Adams arranged a number of speakers for our Annual
Meeting. These were simultaneously accessible via Zoom for
those unable to attend in person. Consequently the talks were
recorded and are now available on our youtube channel. Two of
them were also written up for the Bulletin below, many thanks
to them both for taking the trouble to do that (Ed.)

Ci�zen Zoo – Tolworth Court Farm, a peri-urban
rewilding project
A video of Elliot Newton’s talk is available at www.youtube.com/
@DipteristsForum

Below is a summary of the talk from Zoe Adams.
There are perks attached to being DF indoor meetings secretary,
a big one being you can choose talks for the annual Dipterists
Day. This year I invited along Elliot Newton, my local borough
Biodiversity Officer for Kingston upon Thames, to talk about an
exciting re-wilding project at the Tolworth Court Farm (TCF)
site. Tolworth Court Farm has a very long history, with a stretch
of the original Roman road to London running through its centre
it can be dated back to the Domesday book of 1086. The layout
of the site can be seen below, the fields are mostly unexciting
MG1 mesotrophic grassland, but the network of hedgerows are
ancient, supporting a healthy population of brown Hairstreak
butterflies. Along its southern boundary, the border between
greater London and Surrey, flows the Hogsmill river, one of our
globally scarce chalk streams. Giving the site something of a
green corridor connecting it to the wider environment.

At just 43 hectares TCF, though the largest nature reserve in the
borough, is a very small site on which to attempt re-wilding.
The project team also think it may well be the UK’s first attempt
at re-wilding in an urban/peri-urban setting. No doubt this will
bring some interesting additional challenges, to quote Elliot,
“how do you reintroduce wild pigs, to London, without having
your pigs stolen”?
DF bulletin readers are doubtless familiar with the term “re-
wilding”, but as Elliot points out it is a concept that has grown
many arms and many legs, since it was first coined back in 1992
by a group of US conservation biologists led by Dave Forman,
so, what will re-wilding look like in the context of TCF:
1) Embracing ecosystem processes and species analogues
2) Maximising the sites ecological potential
3) Rewilding people
4) Ecological monitoring
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Elliot also highlighted that experience has shown him, if you
include the idea of re-wilding, when discussing conservation
projects with local government bodies, funding agencies, &
local community groups, it elicits much greater levels of
engagement & excitement. Often generating an air of optimistic
enthusiasm around a project, making it a powerful concept in
your planning and engagement toolkit.
Anyone interested in finding out more about the site, its history,
and the work that has taken place so far, including details of
environmental monitoring, public engagement activities, and
planned improvements to the site, can watch the video of
Elliot’s talk on the Forum’s YouTube channel (weblink at the
top of this piece).

Diptera survey: Baseline inventory
To support this pioneering re-wilding project, I am hoping to co-
ordinate a top-notch survey of the Diptera on the site, which will
hopefully give the project another first, and make it the UKs only re-
wilding site to have such a comprehensive baseline survey of its
Diptera before the re-wilding work begins in earnest. After all,
Diptera have their fingers in so many different ecological pies, who
knows what interesting details they may reveal about the re-wild
process, if we look closely. My plan for the survey is to trap on the
site during 2023 and hope we can get as much of the material as
possible identified by employing the process laid out by Art Borkent
& Brian Brown in their 2015 Zootaxa paper (Borkent & Brown
2015). The first part of the process is to engage some group experts
willing to identify material, secondly to recruit technical support to
process the material so that your group experts only receive the
material they want to look at, in the format they prefer, then you go
and get your flies. The Peoples Trust for Endangered species runs an
internship programme to which we will apply to secure technical
support, and I hope some kind Dipterists Forum member will be
interested in looking at different families of flies for the project.
Anyone interested in getting involved please do get in touch
(z.adams@nhm.ac.uk), and we will see how far we can go towards
an all-taxa list for the Diptera!

Zoe Adams
References
Citizen Zoo www.citizenzoo.org
Tolworth Court Farm https://tinyurl.com/48rbuwcj
Chalk streams: why ‘England’s rainforests’ are so rare and precious https://
tinyurl.com/69ysks9d
Amusing terminological inexactitude in the title to this piece; as Guy
Shrubsole points out, England’s Rainforests are England’s
Rainforests, Chalk Streams are something else, they’re England’s
Chalk Streams - good boots for one, wellies for the other (Ed)
Borkent, A. & Brown, B. 2015. Zootaxa 3949 (3): 301-322. How to inventory
tropical flies (Diptera) – One of the megadiverse orders of insects. http://dx.
doi.org/10.11646/zootaxa.3949.3.1

Biological Responses to Global Change in
Hoverflies
A video of Prof Christopher Hassall’s talk is available at www.youtube.com/
@DipteristsForum

Below is a summary of the talk from Phil Brighton.
Chris Hassall (University of Leeds) has been using recording
scheme data for a large range of vertebrate and invertebrate
groups to study shifts in range and phenology in response to
climate change over the period 1960 to 1999. There is wide
variation in how the different groups respond. Vertebrates show
rather small and inconsistent responses, perhaps because of
limitations on how easily they can move to new patches of
suitable habitats. In contrast, many invertebrate groups,
including the Syrphidae, show the strongest and most
consistent responses. The diptera had the strongest response in
terms of first emergence dates, though the median and latest
dates showed little change. This indicates that the Syrphidae
are particularly resilient to climate change, in some cases out-

pacing it (see Ref 1).
Jennifer Owen’s 30-year sequence of observations of a wide
range of invertebrates in a Leicestershire garden is an
immensely valuable dataset (Ref 2). The phenological response
was somewhat different from the Recording Scheme data
showing advances in the peak and latest dates of appearance as
well as in the earliest. Chris has also unearthed a lot of
laboratory data on the development rates of larvae which
together with voltinism explain differing responses of
individual species. The paper presenting this work was
dedicated to the memory of Jennifer Owen, who sadly died
shortly before its publication (Ref 3).
Finally Chris discussed some as yet unpublished work on the
potential interactions with Batesian mimicry, in which hoverfly
species derive protection from predators by resembling
unpleasant or distasteful hymenoptera. For this to work relies
on the phenology of the mimics lagging behind that of the
models. If climate change results in the mimics appearing first,
the predators would not have learned to avoid them. Chris also
argued that the greater species-richness of mimics in the south
complicates decision-making for the predators, so that the
models suffer and the mimics benefit as a result. Thus climate
change produces a dynamic temporal and spatial landscape for
evolution.
1.Hassall, C. 2015. Odonata as candidate macroecological barometers for
global climate change. Freshwater Science 34, 1040-1049.
2.Hassall, C., Owen J. & Gilbert, F. 2017. Phenological shifts in hoverflies
(Diptera: Syrphidae): linking measurement and mechanism. Ecography 40,
853-863.
3.Owen, J. 2010. Wildlife of a garden: a thirty-year study. Royal Horticultural
Society.

Palaearc�c/Neotropical Diptera in Kashmir
Suhaib Yatoo: Imperial College and NHM MSc. Student:
Diptera of Kashmir
Suhaib is from Kashmir and has always had a strong interest in
natural history, studying various taxonomic groups around his
village. In 2020 he won the Young Naturalist Award from the
Sanctuary Nature Foundation in India and was commended for
his “unending curiosity for the scientific workings of the natural
world”. His studies of fungi led to his discovery of fungus gnats
and a new species of Keroplatus, which was also the first record
of the genus in India. He was hooked! More recently he was
awarded a scholarship by the Inlaks Foundation to study for an
MSc. at Imperial College and the NHM. He started in
September 2022 and Zoe, our Indoor Meetings organiser, was
quick off the mark to book him to give this talk at the 2022
AGM.
Suhaib told us that Kashmir does not enjoy good links with the
rest of the world. The territorial dispute between India, Pakistan
and China hinders movement and the state recently had a 7-
month internet lockdown. The Biodiversity Act passed in 2002
makes it difficult for foreign researchers to visit and study and
the removal of specimens out of Kashmir is also restricted. This
is Subhaib’s first visit to the UK. One can only wonder what he
must be feeling to be able to work with the combined resources
of Imperial College and the NHM and be able to communicate
with Dipterists all over the world.
Kashmir straddles the line dividing the Palaearctic and the
Neotropical regions. To the north of his village towards the
foothills of the Himalayas Suhaib finds Palaearctic species and
to the south Neotropical species, but he told us that the actual
distribution of taxa is more complex. For the taxonomist this
means that a knowledge of, and access to, the literature and
museum collections of both regions is required. Determination
of species can take a long time.
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Suhaib then illustrated some of these issues by telling us about
some of the work he is now doing. Only 5 species from the
Stratiomyidae have previously been reported from the whole of
Kashmir. Yet within a 1km radius of his house he has found 8
species of which at least one is new.

The Syrphidae, with an Indian fauna of 169 species in 55 genera
are poorly known, with many of the smaller species barely
reported. A description of a new species of Spilomyia is
currently in press. Suhaib’s main focus at the moment though is
the Asilidae. In the genus Machimus he is working on 3
undescribed species and in Stenopogan, of which only 19
species are known from India, he is adding two new species to
the fauna. A specimen of Trichomachimus omani Parui &
Joseph took over one month to identify as Suhaib had to search
through both the Palaearctic and Neotropical fauna. In the
Pseudopomyzidae he recently added Tenuia smirnovi Shatalkin
to the fauna – the first record of the family from the whole of
India.
During his talk Suhaib used the expression “just scratching the
surface” to describe the amount of work being done on the
Diptera fauna of Kashmir. As well as doing his own work,
Suhaib is working with young students to encourage their
interest in studying the natural world and he is also keen to
develop Citizen Science projects that collect data on the flora
and fauna of Kashmir.
More information on Suhaib’s work can be found on Facebook,
YouTube and ResearchGate. Two papers that cover some of his
work mentioned in his talk are;
Yatoo S. F. et al 2022, Pseudopomyzidae—A Family of Diptera new to the
Indian Fauna, Zootaxa 5124 (1): 095–100.
Yatoo, S. F. et al, A conspectus of the picture-winged flies (Diptera: Ulidiidae)
of India, Entomologist’s Monthly Magazine 157(4): 285-291.

Malcolm Jennings

Workshop
20th November 2022
Genitalia dissection workshop
A workshop on dissection techniques was held in the Angela
Marmont Centre on Sunday 20th November.

by Jenni Wilding
Several of us (8) gathered at the Angela Marmont Centre at the
NHM on Sunday, the day after the AGM for a Genitalia
Workshop run by John Kramer and ZoeAdams. The format was
a mixture of illustrated explanation and practical workshop.
For some flies, the genitalia can be examined without the need
for any chemical preparation by teasing them out with a
micropin which can be mounted in a suitable stick such as a thin
piece of dowelling or a matchstick; a small hook on the end of
the pin is useful for this.
If the genitalia do need to be chemically prepared there are
different ways of making sure they are presented for
examination such as slide mounting, or using glycerine jelly to
hold dissections for photography.
As a beginner at genitalia preparation I decided to concentrate
on the basics of preparation and examination of a medium sized
cranefly specimen I had brought with me - Tipula confusa.
We were shown a range of equipment, including indented glass
blocks (embryo dishes - Ed.), fine-pointed forceps, scalpel,
pipettes and some very useful small surgical scissors.
The first step was to cut off the end of the abdomen of the
cranefly, making sure that there was enough length to be able to
hold it with the forceps. This was then placed into a small
amount of potassium hydroxide (10% KOH) in one of the glass
blocks. I could observe the end of the abdomen becoming more
translucent, and when I judged that I would be able to see the
genitalia structures, transferred it to another indented glass
block of deionised water to rinse it. At this stage, there is also
an option to neutralise the KOH with 5% Acetic Acid. One of
my concerns before having a go at this was the use of such a
caustic substance as KOH, but the amounts used are very small.
Sensible precautions should of course be taken as you don’t
want to get this substance in your eyes, on your skin, or on your
clothes. One useful tip is to label your glass blocks so that you
don’t get your clear liquids mixed up!
My other worry; that putting the abdomen in KOH would result
in the whole thing falling apart, leaving me with a confusing
genitalia jigsaw puzzle, thankfully that did not happen, and I
was able to transfer the rinsed abdomen into a third indented
glass block containing glycerine for examination under the
microscope. It was easy to see the structures and compare them
with the images in the key. For storage purposes, the end of the
abdomen can then be placed in a microvial of glycerine, which
can then be pinned beneath the specimen.
I found this to be a really good introduction to genitalia
preparation; the opportunity to have a go, with experts such as
John and Zoe available to answer questions, made it a very
useful session.
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Annual General Meeting
Saturday 19th November 2022
Natural History Museum
Agenda

1. Apologies
Received from Erica McAlister, Rob Wolton, Peter Chandler,
Tony Irwin and Mike Bloxham

2. Chair’s Report
2022 took over from 2021 with the prospects of any great
improvement in global events as pessimistic as ever. However, last
year I was asked (ahem) to take over the role of Chair from Rob and so
for me at least there was a sense of optimism for the year ahead. If flies
can’t cheer folks up then nothing can!
The committee has been busy this year and I would like to thank all of
them for their tireless efforts. Firstly, I would very much like to thank
RobWolton for the amazing work on the committee and for the Forum
both before and during his time as Chair. For five years, a recent
record, Rob has steered the forum onwards and upwards and during his
time the Forum increased in size, reach and professionalism. I am very
happy to say that he has not stopped either his work with the
committee, where holds the role of Vice Chair, nor his passion for
Diptera conservation where he oversees our project of generating
funding for a Speyside Diptera review.
I would like also to thank other committee members for their important
contributions to the DF. Our Treasurer, Phil Brighton and our
Membership secretary, John Showers have both carried out their duties
diligently. Our accounts are healthy and our membership is growing.
ZoeAdams organised a very successful online Dipterists Day last year,
which I do recommend you watch on the DF YouTube channel if you
have not already done so. And in celebration of the long awaited new
BENHS British Craneflies book by Alan Stubbs, Zoe organised this
years Spring Workshop on Craneflies with John Kramer running the
course. I may be biased but I thoroughly enjoyed the weekend,
learning lots and managing to add some more records from
undescribed material from previous fieldtrips. Mark Welch and Judy
Webb organised a very successful spring meeting in Oxfordshire,
where many new attendees were among the counted. Tony Irwin and
Jane Hewitt organised our summer meeting in Norfolk, where over 40
people attended, again with many new faces to match the well known
ones. The DF also helped collect material for DToL on both the spring
and summer meetings – from the summer meeting alone 561
specimens were frozen of which 219 were Diptera and together 288
new to the Wellcome database! A great response from all those who
attended these meetings.
Mark Welch has also been keeping a close eye on all conservation
matters – now more important than ever. One of the many things that
he has been doing during 2021 and 2022 is working closely with
Buglife to make sure DF views were represented in the QQR7
(Quinquennial Review of Schedules 5 and 8 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act). Darwyn Sumner, assisted by Judy Webb, continues
to produce a very sleek-looking Bulletin that covers a wide range of
Dipterological topics. A plea from me is for more contributions from
members on subjects to keep this Bulletin as interesting and refreshing
as it currently is.
Peter Chandler has been an exceptionally busy committee member. He
continues as editor for the Digest and thanks to many of the members
receives sufficient varied content to produce a stimulating read. A
highlight this year was a supplement written by Peter on the Diptera of
Great Windsor Park – a comprehensive account drawn from the wealth
of information that has been produced on the subject. Peter has also
published his RES Handbook, Volume 9, Part 8: Fungus Gnats
(Diptera: Mycetophilidae, Mycetophilinae) – an excellent key that
hopefully many of us will get the chance to go through with him as he
is running the 2023 Spring Workshop at Preston Montford.
Martin Harvey has done a sterling job in maintaining the website and
continues to keep it up to date with publications, news of DF events
and recording schemes. Thanks also go to all who add content –
images, news, reviews and so much more. The role of publicity officer

is currently vacant although I am still acting as this for the moment.
Marc Taylor stood down as Training Coordinator but has kindly agreed
to stay on as a committee member.
Two members of the committee are not standing for re-election. Matt
Harrow has been on the committee since 2019, first as Training
Coordinator then as an ordinary committee member. He is not standing
for re-election this year due to other commitments. We thank him for
his contributions to the DF and very much hope that he will re-join the
committee in the future when he has time to be more involved.
Malcolm Smart first joined the committee in 1998. Since then he has
served almost continuously, taking on many of the officer posts
including Field Meetings Secretary (1999 -2001), Conservation
Officer (2004), Chairman (2005-2006), Vice Chairman (2007-2008),
and then Indoor Meetings Secretary (2009-2012). Since 2013 he has
remained on the committee as an ordinary member, where his
knowledge of DF constitutional matters has been very helpful.
Malcolm helped the DF in many other ways, including taking over the
organisation of the 2018 Summer Field meeting in Stoke on Trent at
relatively short notice. I am sure that many DF members have fond
memories of Malcolm on field trips, with his extraordinary collecting
net and his predilection for falling into ditches. For several years,
Malcolm organised the DF stand at the Staffordshire Invertebrate Fair,
ensuring we were prominently placed and bringing along a splendid
selection of his tropical Diptera specimens to wow visitors. On behalf
of the DF, I would like to thank Malcolm for the enormous number of
contributions he has made to the running of our society.
And finally, I would very much like to personally thank Jane Hewitt
for all her work over the last year. Not only has she been there to guide
me through the protocols and procedures, but she has also kept
excellent records of Dipterists Forum meetings.
Next year looks like another challenging year but do not despair, as
there are many bright dipterological things to keep our spirits high
including both a Spring meeting toWiltshire and a Summer meeting to
South Wales!

Erica McAlister
3. Treasurer's Report

The Accounts for the year ending 31st Dec 2021 were published in
Bulletin 94 (p29). Subscription income in 2021 fell back from the peak
provoked by the pandemic but remains £1,200 ahead of the 2019 level.
There has been no significant change overall in the amount of other
income. There has again been an increase in the royalties from
Britain’s Hoverflies, which are so kindly donated by Roger Morris and
Stuart Ball.
The summer field meeting at Falmouth, which had been postponed
from 2020, was fully booked and considered a great success by
participants. The Forum as usual supported the event by paying for the
workroom and also provided one bursary of half the accommodation
costs.
The Committee authorised publication of Peter Chandler’s “Diptera of
Windsor Forest” as a special Supplement to the Digest, in effect
returning to members part of the surplus funds built up in the past. The
total cost of the two parts (the Supplement itself and an Appendix
containing the full list of records), including printing, envelopes and
postage was £3022. Disregarding this “dividend” back to members,
there was a small surplus in 2021 of £144. The Committee has been
keeping a close eye on the costs of publications. For one thing, the
availability of good quality electronic versions has enabled us to
reduce the amount of extra copies printed. We have continued to use
the envelope-packing service provided by the printers of the Bulletin,
who then dispatch them to CEH at Wallingford for sending out. We
thank the Biological Records Centre for continuing to pay for the
postage. In the last year’s report, the packing was included in the
printing cost for No 90, but this has been transferred to “Bulletin
envelopes” in the 2020 comparative figures presented here. For the
Digest, we are very grateful to Andrew Halstead for filling, labelling
and posting each issue since taking over from Richard Underwood at
the start of 2020. The committee has decided that we will need to
increase subscription rates from 2024, although members will be able
to offset some of the increase by opting for an electronic version of the
Bulletin rather than a printed copy. [Note from the Secretary: these
increases are detailed elsewhere in this edition of the Bulletin.]
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Other expenses have been generally less because of the absence of
physical meetings and exhibitions, but a set of drawings by Dawn
Painter for new keys to the Muscidae by James McGill was funded.
Some members will have noticed that it is no longer possible to pay by
PayPal. This is because PayPal will no longer accept our credentials
without the formal status of a charity or registered company. We
apologise for the inconvenience this may cause, but it does at least
have the benefit that we will receive the full value of each subscription
without the deduction of a fee of 4.4%. Members can rest assured that
our on-line banking account with NatWest is registered under their
arrangements for unincorporated clubs and societies and incurs no
bank charges.

Phil Brighton
4. Dipterists Digest Editor's Report

As happened last year the first 2022 issue appeared early to catch up
with the quantity of material submitted during the previous year and
was published on 12th January. The second part was published on
22nd July and both issues had the maximum number of 126 pages.
Articles and notes have continued to be submitted at a steady rate.
There are presently 27 items in various stages of editing, review and
revision. These amount to more than 160 pages of text so there is
already more than enough to fill an issue and publication of the first
2023 part in the first quarter of the new year can be anticipated.
Submissions in A4 format and a variety of fonts are still occurring. To
save editorial time I would urge all contributors to consult the
instructions for authors that appear at the front of each issue. New
authors are of course welcome and I thank all those who continue to
support the journal with contributions. I am also grateful to Julie Locke
and Tony Irwin for proof reading and to Andrew Halstead for efficient
distribution.

Peter Chandler
5. A.O.B.

In recognition of Howard’s service on the DF committee as Treasurer,
Chairman and then Vice Chairman, Howard Bentley was presented (in
absentia) with a drawing of Linnaemyia picta, commissioned from
Dawn Painter. This species was first discovered in the UK by Howard.
In addition to his committee roles, Howard was also active in DF
meetings, playing a key role in organisation of the Canterbury field
meeting and leading an Anthomyiidae workshop at Preston Montford.
He continues to oversee our bursary arrangements. The Secretary
noted that interruption to our Dipterists Day meetings by COVID
meant that this presentation was long overdue and thanked Howard for
everything he has done for the DF.

6. Vote of thanks to retiring committee members
The Secretary thanked the two retiring members of Committee,
Matt Harrow and Malcolm Smart, for their contributions to the
Committee (see Chair’s report for details).

7. Election of Officers and ordinary members to
committee

The Chairman is elected biennially. The Secretary, Treasurer
and other Elected Officers with specific responsibilities
(detailed below) require annual election. The constitution
currently requires nominations 30 days in advance of the AGM.
Ordinary elected committee members serve for two years.
The Officers and Ordinary Members proposed for re-election or
election this year.
Officers Already elected (elected 2021)
Chair Erica McAlister

For re-election
Vice Chairman Rob Wolton
Secretary Jane Hewitt
Treasurer Phil Brighton
Membership Secretary John Showers
Indoor Meetings Secretary Zoë Adams
Bulletin Editor Darwyn Sumner
Assistant Bulletin Editor Judy Webb
Digest Editor Peter Chandler
Publicity Officer Erica McAlister

Website Manager Martin Harvey
Conservation Officer Mark Welch
Training Coordinator Vacancy
Ordinary Members
For re-election (elected 2020) Victoria Burton

Chris Raper
Already elected (elected 2021)

Tony Irwin
John Mousley
Marc Taylor

The meeting voted unanimously to elect the officers and
members of the Committee (proposer Richard Lane; Seconder,
John Kramer.)
The Secretary thanked the Natural History Museum for hosting
our meeting and Zoe Adams for organisation.

The meeting closed at 12:20pm

Spring Workshop 2023
10th to 12th February 2023
Preston Montford Field Studies Centre

Fungus Gnats by Peter Chandler. Occurring as this Bulletin is
published. Report in the next Bulletin

Forthcoming
Staffordshire
Invertebrate Science Fair
2023
Staffordshire University

College Road, University Quarter, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire, ST4 2DE

4th March 10:30 to 16:00
Organiser for our stand is Jane Hewitt. Contact her with offers
of help and materials

Malcolm, Anona & Jane in 2019

Erica & Jane 2022
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Spring Field Meeting
2023
Wiltshire
19-21st May
The 2023 DF Spring field meeting will be based in Wiltshire,
where we plan to visit some chalk river and grassland sites,
possibly including one or two on MOD ground on Salisbury
Plain. For those who have recently joined the DF, the Spring
meeting is an excellent way to meet other members and learn
more about flies. Attendees will need to book their own
accommodation for the weekend. We hope to meet up for
dinner on one of the evenings. If you are interested in attending,
please contact the Secretary (jane.e.hewitt@gmail.com),
who will keep you up to date with details.

From our 2004 Field Week, Spye Park (Wheelers Wood). Foreground Keith
Alexander & Peter Chandler, background Jon Cole & Malcolm Smart

Summer Field Meeting
2023
50th Field Meeting
Swansea, South Wales
Saturday 8th July to Saturday 15th July 2023
We are now taking bookings for our summer field meeting in
South Wales, an area last visited by the Dipterists Forum in
2009. We will be visiting a wide range of habitats, including
plenty of coastal sites. The meeting will be based at the
University of Swansea Singleton campus, which is very handily
placed for easy access to the Gower Peninsula. The cost of
attending the meeting will be £459.90 for half-board (includes
an evening meal). Participants can opt for B&B only at £389.90
for the week.
What’s provided?
• A single en-suite room.
• Use of a shared kitchen.
• Full breakfast (includes toast/cereal options for those not wanting
a cooked breakfast every day).

• Free on-site parking.
• Access to a workroom for specimen pinning, meetings etc. This
will be located in an outreach space at the university.

Please note that we do not have any double or shared rooms
available this year. Any DF members who are local to the area

and would like to attend field days will be very welcome to join
us and should contact the Secretary.
We have block-booked 30 rooms. To book a place on the
meeting a deposit of £100 is required, with the remaining
amount payable by 1st June 2023. The preferred method for
payment of your deposit is by bank transfer using the following
details:

Dipterists Forum
NatWest Bank
Sort code 60-60-08
Account no. 48054615

Please add your name to the payment reference AND send an
email (including any dietary requirements and whether you
would like to opt for half-board or B&B) to both the Treasurer
(Phil Brighton) and the Secretary (Jane Hewitt), who will be
coordinating the administrative arrangements.
For those who would to prefer to pay by cheque, this should be
sent to the Treasurer. Again, please email the Secretary to let her
know you are planning to attend.

Jane Hewitt, DF Secretary, jane.e.hewitt@gmail.com
Last visited by Dipterists Forum in 2009 (Ed.)

Organiser needed for DF Spring field
meeting 2024
Natur Am Byth is a Green Recovery partnership between
Natural Resources Wales and a number of environmental
charities. Currently in a lottery-funded development phase, the
delivery phase (contingent on a further Lottery funding bid
being successful) will run from 2023-2027. Natur am Byth have
asked the DF if we would like to run our 2024 Spring field
meeting in partnership with them. This meeting would be based
in the Llandrindod Wells/ Rhayader area of mid-Wales. We are
looking for a DF member to act as organiser/leader for this
meeting - a moderate remuneration will be provided to the
organiser by Natur Am Byth. The organiser will need to liaise
with the partnership to chose sites and arrange access, lead the
meeting, collate records and produce a written report. Anyone
interested in taking on this role and wishing to find out more
should contact the DF Secretary.

Jane Hewitt

Exhibitions & Fairs
I’ve been to loads of these, even one in Royton when I lived
there. They occur across the country in various locations and at
various times but Dipterists Forum focusses currently on just
two. These are the October AES exhibition at Kempton Park
and the Staffordshire Fair in March.
Logistics can be tricky as we’ve some equipment which ideally
should move for use between these venues. Boards and banners
as you can see from our pictures. Microscopes and specimens
may be easier as we’ve duplicates at each site. Two things in
particular could use your help. Firstly we’ve use of a big screen
at Stafford so that needs to be used (laptop, internet +
powerpoints or our Youtubes), secondly we need to have as
many current Bulletins as possible on the stand + application
forms so that interested folk can sign up on the spot.
If you’ve any ideas or offers of help then do contact the
organisers. Or just join us for a chat and a wonderful day out.

Ed.
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Dipterists Forum Flickr group

Lipara lucens
Sean Brown
Canon EOS-1D X

Lonchoptera lucens
Ian Andrews
TG-5

Norellia spinipes
John Bingham
Nikon D7200

Leopoldius calceatus
Harry McBride
Unspecified camera
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